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Abstract 
This thesis discusses the design, implementation, relationship inference mechanisms 
and evaluation on weighting schemes of a comprehensive thesaurus system building 
and maintaining system. This system is referred to as TheSys, which stands for 
Thesaurus System. The design objective of TheSys is to build a tool for thesaurus 
users to construct and maintain thesauri in accordance with their requirements. To 
achieve this goal, a set of application programming interface (API) is provided. 
This API allows customized application systems to access the data in a thesaurus 
without knowing its internal data structure. Unlike a printed version of thesauri, 
relationships other than synonyms, quasi-synonyms and antonyms are also captured. 
Moreover, users should be able to define arbitrary relationships according to their 
requirements. 
To effectively capture the relationships among concepts, the knowledge in the 
thesaurus is represented as a labeled graph structure. Concepts can be considered 
as nodes and relationships can be considered as labeled arcs in this graph. It is well 
known that a thesaurus may be a very large database. In order to minimize the 
storage, some improvement is made on the graph representation of relationships 
among concepts. Synonyms are grouped together and a member among them is 
chosen as their representative. This specific term is known as semanteme. 
Therefore, the relationships among concepts can be built based on semantemes only 
rather than every entry term. 
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On the other hand, to store every relationship among semantemes explicitly is not 
expected in TheSys. Strategy to capture the relationship between two indirectly 
connected concepts is proposed. To further simulate the closeness among different 
concepts, weighting scheme is introduced in TheSys. However, a single weighting 
scheme should not be applied to all conception relationships. It is because 
relationships can be divided into two major groups according to their natures. 
Therefore, different weighting schemes should be applied to these two groups. A 
general discussion on different possible weighting schemes is presented too. 
For the present purpose, generality is perhaps the most important issue. This can 
be archived by the modular design of the system architecture. Thesaurus users can 
enable as many features provided by TheSys as they want in their applications. 
With the help of the API, TheSys can become a plug and play module that it can be 
linked to different applications easily. 
Currently, several thesauri containing more than 100,000 entry terms are 
constructed using this tool. Among which different relationships, induction rules 
and weighting scheme formulas are embedded. Experiment results demonstrate 
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The traditional approach to information retrieval systems has been to apply term 
matching algorithms to match terms in the user query against terms occurring in the 
records of the database. User interacts with the system by iteratively formulating a 
query, examining the results and reformulating the query until they satisfied with the 
result. However, the interest in information retrieval systems has been moved 
towards the use of artificial intelligence techniques to improve retrieval effectiveness. 
Thesaurus is a valuable tool for improving retrieval effectiveness. 
Thesaurus is a dictionary of words and phrases grouped together according to 
similarities in their meanings. A thesaurus provides information on the 
relationships among different terms. Users can make use of a thesaurus to check 
out the words with the same conceptual similarity. Therefore, a thesaurus captures 
and reveals the knowledge of semantic relationships. The printed version of a 
thesaurus usually includes the relationships on synonym, quasi-synonym and 
antonym only. In this computer age, a thesaurus can be in electronic form. It is 
possible to capture other relationships that may reveal more semantic relations 
among terms and concepts. 
Chapter 1 Introduction 
Electronic form of thesauri may be applied directly or embedded in other 
information processing systems that require knowledge of semantic relationships. 
For example, it could be used independently for preliminary studies on the structure 
of different subject domains. It could be used in a word processor for spelling 
checking and enriching the vocabularies in a document. Also, it is usually 
embedded in some document analysis systems or text retrieval systems for 
documents indexing and intelligent searching. Existing thesauri have various kinds 
of difficulties when a general user wants to use them. There are very few thesauri 
building and maintaining tools for users to construct their thesauri. The 
construction work on the majority of existing thesauri are language and application 
systems dependent. It is very difficult for general users to make change on the 
thesauri. 
Although existing thesauri can capture particular type of semantic relationships, 
their flexibility is so weak that they cannot be extended to cover other relationship 
types in accordance with the requirements of thesaurus users. Most of the existing 
thesauri are as a built-in module inside an application system and it is very difficult 
to separate them from the systems. Furthermore, there is no open interfaces for 
external access to the internal data. These restrictions make them difficult for users 
to link them with customized applications and nearly impossible to port them to 
other working environments. 
The motivation of this project is that there is few thesaurus building and maintaining 
tool. As thesaurus will play a very important role in a lot of intelligent automatic 
related systems, the need to design a thesaurus structure for efficiency, flexibility 
and potential usefulness in any application is required. In this thesis, a 
comprehensive thesaurus system, TheSys, is presented. TheSys is such a tool that 
allows users to construct their thesauri without knowing the internal structure or 
design of the thesauri according to their requirements. The main design objective 
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of TheSys is to define a thesaurus structure which can support efficient search of 
different types of related subjects and terms. Furthermore, this tool should also 
provide users with the flexibility to capture arbitrary materials that can help them to 
enrich the thesauri according to their requirements. The related work to make this 
thesaurus system flexible enough to a general thesaurus user will be discussed. 
Moreover, this building tool should be flexible enough so that it can be used in any 
specialty field rather than targeting for a specific field. This objective is achieved 
by two features of the system : one is the high flexibility in the system design and 
data structure, the other is the capability of capturing various kinds of semantic 
relationships, including user defined relationship types. 
It is well known that a word may carry more than one meaning and hence ambiguity 
arise. To eliminate this ambiguity, a data structure called semantic classification 
tree is introduced in TheSys. Ambiguous words are classified into different classes 
according to their semantic meanings. Every entry term in a thesaurus has a unique 
meaning in TheSys. The semantic classification tree is simply a hierarchical tree 
with each node representing one semantic classification. This tree can be defined 
by thesaurus users. The total number of classes can be defined and the depth of the 
tree is theoretically unlimited. Moreover, this semantic classification tree can be 
used to reveal the broader and narrow relationships among different terms too. 
A thesaurus is used to reveal different types of conceptual relationships among 
words or concepts. When there is a relationship between two concepts, it is said 
that the two concepts are connected by a relationship link. As the number of 
synonyms of a given term can be very large, it is inefficient to build synonymous 
relationship links with all the terms in a thesaurus. Instead, we group all the 
synonyms together to form a ring structure called synonym ring. For each of the 
synonym ring, a representative is chosen to describe that group. This specific term 
is called semanteme. With this approach, other kinds of relationships then can be 
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built in terms of semantemes only as all the terms in a synonym ring are considered 
to have identical semantic meanings. The structure representing the relationships 
among semantemes are referred to as the thesaurus frame. In TheSys, various 
relationships (except synonym, broader and narrow relationships) among concepts 
and words are constructed as a network of associations. This network model is 
called semanteme network. It is similar to another knowledge model, semantic 
network, which is usually used in other thesaurus design and knowledge based 
system construction [15]. This strategy can effectively reduce the size of the 
thesaurus yet the intelligence of the thesaurus is not compromised. The major 
difference between the two models will be discussed in Chapter 3. 
Moreover, TheSys will not store every relationship among semantemes explicitly. 
Strategy to capture the relationship between two indirectly connected concepts 
implicitly is proposed. To simulate the closeness between two words or concepts, 
it is possible to assign a numerical value to a relationship link. Semantic closeness 
represents the degree of closeness between two words or concepts in terms of 
semantic meaning. In thesauri, semantic closeness is represented in two forms. 
The first one is the link weight assigned to a relationship link. The other one is 
semantic distance which indicates the closeness between two words or concepts 
connected by a minimum path. This path is also known as a search path. This 
path is composed of a set of relationship links belong to a single or different types of 
relationships. The link weight assignment and semantic distance evaluation are 
very subjective. So only a few thesauri allow relationships to be weighted [16]. 
However, a single weighting scheme should not be applied to all conception 
relationships as relationships can be divided into two major groups according to 
their nature. Therefore, different weighting schemes should be applied to them. 
A general discussion on different possible weighting schemes is presented in Chapter 
5. 
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For the present purpose, generality is perhaps the most important issue. The 
applicable area of the thesaurus system only to Chinese words is not expected. The 
thesaurus system should be capable with storing information of different language in 
order to achieve the goal of generality. All the modifications based on the overall 
architectures has been made to allow TheSys become a more flexible application to 
users. 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows, Chapter 2 discusses the background 
information and the thesis scope. Chapter 3 presents the overall system 
architecture and design objectives of TheSys. Chapter 4 describes a strategy that 
TheSys allows thesaurus users to represent indirectly linked concepts implicitly to 
save the storage for very large databases. Chapter 5 discusses the difference of 
relationship types based on their nature and general weighting schemes may be 
applied to them. Chapter 6 is some implementation detail. It includes the 
discussion on the interfaces and API of TheSys. Chapter 7 is the conclusion and 
there are two appendixes will give a very details description on the system 
installation procedures and programmer guide (API description). 
Chapter 2 
Related Work and 
Scope of this Thesis 
Before the discussion on the evaluation of relationship inference and weighting 
schemes in TheSys, it is necessary to understand the structures of a thesaurus. In 
practice, there are various thesaurus structures proposed. The structure of TheSys 
is based on the characteristics of these thesaurus structures and it will be discussed 
in the later chapters. 
2.1 Related Work 
Basically, there are three common types of system models and approaches in the 
design of thesaurus. They are the hierarchical model, the graph model and the 
knowledge based approaches [3][5][15][17]. The hierarchical model is mainly 
used to capture the broader and harrow terms. More complicated relationship 
'related-to' among words or concepts is modeled using graph model. The 
knowledge based approach tries to combine the semantic network with thesaurus 
design. In modern time, most of thesaurus designs are based on knowledge based 
approach too. 
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A most earliest and comprehensive study in indexing languages and thesauri was 
done by Soergel in 70's [5]. Soergel pointed out that conceptual structure and 
terminological control should be provided by a thesaurus. As the same term can 
have different meanings in different fields, it is necessary to have different thesauri in 
different fields. He proposed a ploy-hierarchical model which combined the 
hierarchical model used in classification with cross-reference links to terms that do 
not fit the exclusive hierarchical structure. This model is mainly used to capture 
the terms that inherently have more than one broader terms. However, it lacks the 
ability to find relationships between related terms. The Medical Subject Headings 
of the National Library of Medicine [19] and the Computing Reviews Classification 
structure of the ACM [20] are developed according to the hierarchical model. 
Graphical based models are introduced to capture the "related-to" relationship 
among terms. A cognitive graphical model was proposed by McMath[3]. In his 
model, different types of relationships are considered as the same. The closeness 
of a relationship between two terms is measured by the minimum number of links 
between the two terms. In other words, the shortest path between any two terms 
represents their semantic closeness. 
One of the knowledge based approach example is used by Rada in [16]. It 
combines a dyspnea knowledge base with a hierarchical thesaurus to obtain distance 
between any two terms. The dyspnea knowledge base is a network in which terms 
are represented by nodes and different relationship types are represented by edges. 
As emphasized by Quillian, the drawback of semantic net is the words or ideas are 
represented by "physical closeness��[15]. Therefore, Kim tried to assign weight to 
links so the semantic closeness can be identified quantitatively. But the weight can 
represent the closeness of generalization relationship only. 
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However, most of the current thesauri are arranged for a particular purpose only. 
It is because they are mainly designed for a particular system or field. They are 
dependent on the system which they support. This characteristic of the current 
existing thesauri makes them difficult to be ported to other application systems. 
Furthermore, although the application environment and user requirement may 
change, few thesaurus system allows thesaurus users to adapt them into their local 
environment. In other words, there are a lot of restrictions in using such thesauri in 
a customized purpose. 
TheSys is the first thesaurus system tries to solve the above problems. The design 
objective of this thesaurus system is to make TheSys to become a building tool for 
thesaurus users to construct thesauri according to their requirements. One of the 
characteristics of TheSys is that the number of kinds of relationships can be captured 
in the thesaurus system are not limited by the system itself. The system has its 
basic relationship types. Thesaurus users can also define their relationship types so 
that the thesaurus system can capture that relationship among concepts for them. 
The definition of customized relationship types can be done through a set of TheSys 
API's. With this set of API, thesaurus users are able to embed TheSys into any 
customized applications too. Furthermore, TheSys also introduces the concepts of 
internationalization programming techniques into its implementation. Therefore, a 
thesaurus user can always work with this thesaurus system under their local 
environment. � 
The first version of TheSys was built by Chen [4]. However, there are some 
insufficient points in its preliminary design in both the data structures and API's. 
First of all, in the original design of the semantic classification tree, words can be 
associated with a leaf-node only. Broader and narrow terms are required to be 
built separately. However, if words are not restricted to be associated with leaf-
node only, the semantic classification tree actually can be used to capture the 
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broader and narrow relationships. This not only can save the time of a thesaurus 
builder to construct relationship links among terms, but also reduces the size of 
thesaurus frame. In the original weighting strategy of TheSys, it only focuses on 
binary relationships between words or concepts. It also makes an assumption that 
all relationship types are transitive. In addition, in the evaluation of the semantic 
distance between two words, it only considers the traverse of relationship links on 
one relationship type. Thus the semantic distance calculation for cross relationship 
types is ignored. Furthermore, the same weighting scheme formula is applied to all 
kinds of relationship types. However, this is not enough to reveal all related words 
of a given concepts. It is because not all relationship types, such as antonym, are 
transitive. Moreover, some of the related words may be missed if only the traverse 
on a single relationship type is considered. Therefore, it is necessary to find a 
method to trap those missing words into the result of term ranking. 
On the other hand, in the original design of TheSys, it can support a single thesaurus 
in each system only. Although latter improvement has been made on the API such 
that more than one thesauri can be defined in the same system, only one thesaurus 
among them can be activated at a time. In other word, it is not possible for a 
thesaurus user to work with more than one thesauri in the system simultaneously. 
Due to the introduction of the relationship inference mechanism and the 
improvement made on the term ranking mechanism, the original set of API is 
redesigned and rewritten. 
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2.2 Scope of this Thesis 
Based on the overall architecture of TheSys, there are a lot of improvements and 
modifications made on both the API and interface design. In this thesis, only the 
results after the improvement and modification are presented. The details in point 
to point discussion on the changes will not be presented here. 
Since TheSys is supposed to be applicable for building thesauri for different 
languages, it is possible to include thesauri in different languages in the same system. 
Furthermore, it is also possible that there are more than one encoding methods to 
the same language. Theoretically, different languages and code set may be used 
together in a single thesaurus. It is because TheSys does not define any limitation 
on this issue. However, the problem on processing and displaying the multiple 
languages and code sets data are out of the scope of this thesis. As TheSys is 
mainly for building Chinese thesaurus, the terms used in the discussion will be based 
on Chinese. 
The API and interfaces of TheSys are implemented with the techniques of 
internationalization software development. The API is written in C language and 
the interfaces are developed using OSF Motif [6]. However, the details on the 
techniques on internationalization programming and X-window programming [7] [11] 
will not be discussed in this thesis. Basically, the interfaces can easily be rebuilt 
under the system without X-window support but the possible suggestion will not be 
discussed here. 
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The relationship inference tries to include concepts that may be missed in the term 
ranking process. It also provides thesaurus users an alternative to represent 
relationships between indirectly connected concepts in an implicitly way. The 
induction method is a quite subjective issue. In this thesis, the discussion is 
focused on the left to right induction mechanism and only two relationship links will 
be considered in each of the reduction step. Furthermore, this feature is optional in 
TheSys. It is the decision of the thesaurus users to include this feature or not. 
The weighting scheme is a strategy to present the closeness among terms. TheSys 
has its built-in weight evaluation formulas. TheSys also allows users to define their 
formulas. If thesaurus users do not use any customized formulas, TheSys will use 
its default one. Thesaurus users can also simply disable the weighting schemes. 
All the decisions are depends on the idea of a thesaurus users and this thesis will not 
make any decision for the thesaurus users. 
Chapter 3 
System Architecture and Design 
Principle 
The main design objective of TheSys is to construct a flexible thesaurus building 
tool and make the internal data structure as well as the design of the data storage 
part transparent to the general users. This is achieved by the two sets of API 
provided by TheSys. In this chapter, the details about the system will be described 
as follows : Section 3.1 presents the overall architecture of TheSys. Section 3.2 
discusses the data components of TheSys. Section 3.3 describes the two main 
modules which can help thesaurus users to work with TheSys interactively. Finally, 
section 3.4 shows the data structure on how TheSys represents the concepts and 
the relationships among them. 
3.1 Overall System Architecture 
Figure 3.1 shows the overall architecture of TheSys. TheSys is composed of two 
main modules and two data components. Thesaurus users interact with the 
thesaurus system either through the user interfaces or the two sets of APIs. The 
internal data structure of the data storage is transparent to them. 
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Figure 3,1 Overall architecture of TheSys 
The core of TheSys are the two data components. They are the entry term 
construct and the thesaurus frame respectively. All entry terms in a thesaurus are 
stored in the entry term construct. The entry term construct is not only a simple 
data storage but also a linear data structure to capture all synonymous relationship 
among words. However, a well constructed thesaurus is supposed to reveal various 
semantic relationships among words. In TheSys, all relationships, except synonyms, 
are represented as a graph structure and stored in the thesaurus frame. As a 
thesaurus can be considered as a very large database system, efficiency and 
accuracy are the big issues. There are some strategies in the thesaurus system to 
minimize the number of links in the semantic graph to speed up the search rate but 
the intelligence of the system is not compromised. 
The two main modules are the maintenance module and the thesaurus module. The 
maintenance module updates and maintains all the internal data. Thesaurus module 
provides routines for all search and retrieval related functions. In each of the two 
main modules, there is an user interface for thesaurus users to work with the 
thesaurus system interactively. 
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In between the user interfaces and the data storage, there are two sets of APIs. The 
thesaurus module provides API for all query related functions. The maintenance 
module provides API for thesaurus builders to maintain and construct all the 
internal data of the thesaurus system. With the help of these two sets of APIs, 
thesaurus users can include TheSys as a module in their applications. Basically, the 
two main modules of TheSys can also be considered as a special kind of customized 
user application. It is because they are also built based on the APIs. 
In addition, an external dictionary may be linked to TheSys for term verification if 
necessary. If an external dictionary is included, before any new defined term is 
inserted into a thesaurus, it will be compared with the terms defined in that 
dictionary. If there is no such concept in the dictionary, the new concept will be 
considered as an invalid term and the insertion process is then terminated. 
Otherwise, it is inserted into the system using an API call. Therefore, the external 
dictionary can be used to control the entry terms in a thesaurus. In other word, to 
control the entries in building a specific thesaurus, thesaurus builders can link the 
thesaurus system to a external dictionary of a particular field. If no external 
dictionary is linked with TheSys, all new defined concepts will be considered as 
valid terms. 
3.2 Entry Term Construct and Thesaurus Frame 
The major data components in TheSys are the entry term construct and the 
thesaurus frame. The internal structure of both data components are supposed to 
be transparent to the users of the thesaurus system. It is because all thesaurus users 
are not expected to write any application program which can directly modify the 
contents of the thesaurus system. It is because it may increase the difficulty of the 
system maintenance. The important elements inside the two data components will 
be described in the following sections. 
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3.2.1 Semantic Classification 
The basic element in Chinese is word [13]. It is a general concept composed with 
at least one Chinese character. However, it is well known that a single word may 
carry more than one meaning in real life. Therefore ambiguity of a word is then 
introduced. For example, the term "先生"in Chinese can means '•男子尊稱"，1•教 
師 " o r " 丈 夫 W h e n someone wants to specify a relationship of this term with 
other words, it is necessary to know the specific meaning associated with it. 
In TheSys, a data structure called semantic classification tree is introduced to 
eliminate the ambiguity of words. Semantic classification is either a grammatical or 
semantic attribute of a term. In TheSys, semantic classification tree is simply a 
hierarchical tree structure. Each node in the tree represents a semantic classification. 
The main idea of semantic classification tree is that the meaning of an ambiguous 
word will become unique after it is classified under a particular semantic 
classification according to its semantic meaning [13]. In other words, if there is a 
word carries two different semantic meanings, there will be two entries of the word 
in the tree with two different semantic classifications associated with them. In the 
former example, a semantic classification tree with three of the nodes "稱謂"，"職 
業11 and ’_ 關係"respectively can be built to identify the three different semantic 
meaning of the word “先生", 
〔 詞 類 ) 、 
先生 先生 先生 Words 
Figure 3,2 Relationship between semantic classification tree and words 
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As the function of semantic classification tree is to eliminate the ambiguity of words, 
it is assumed that the tree should be built before any insertion of words into the 
thesaurus system. The semantic classification tree can be built by the thesaurus 
users when needed. The number of semantic classifications can be defined as well 
as the number of levels in one semantic classification tree are not restricted. Thus, 
it is feasible for thesaurus builders to construct their semantic classification tree 
according to the specific field. In case there is no any ambiguous word in a 
particular field, the semantic classification tree may be skipped. 
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Figure 3.3 Using Semantic Classification Tree to capture Broader/Narrow Relationships 
In printed version of thesauri or dictionaries, classification is used to help readers to 
find their desired words. The classifications in these dictionaries are usually in a 
hierarchy structure. Words are associated with the bottom classifications only. In 
other words, a reader have to go from the top level classes to the bottom classes 
before he can find the word. The Semantic Classification Tree in TheSys can serve 
as an index for users to locate a word in a thesaurus too. However, there is a 
major difference between the classifications in printed version dictionaries and 
TheSys. It is that terms in TheSys can be attached to any node in the semantic 
classification tree. This node is not necessary the leaf node in the classification tree. 
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The idea is that the semantic classification tree is in a hierarchy structure. For any 
given classification in the semantic classification tree, all of its sub-classifications are 
the narrow classifications. Similarly, it is the broader classification of all its sub-
classifications too. Therefore, the semantic classifications in TheSys has already 
had the broader/narrow relationships. To take advantage of this nature, if words 
can be assigned to any nodes in the semantic classification tree, all the terms under a 
broader class will automatically have a broader relationship to the words assigned 
to their narrow classifications. For example, Figure 3.3 shows the logical 
relationship between words and semantic classification tree in TheSys. Rectangles 
represent words and circles represent classes in the figure. To consider the 
class ”生物"，it is the broader class of the classes ”動物” and ”植物”.If a thesaurus 
user wants to get the broader terms of the word " 牲 畜 u n d e r the class •’動物"， 
TheSys will get the broader classification of “動物"(i.e."生物"）and return all the 
words (“生物"，’'眾生"）under that class. 
If the terms in a thesaurus are classified to their appropriate classifications, the 
broader and narrow term relationships among concepts are basically has been 
captured by the semantic classification tree automatically. Therefore, thesaurus 
builders are not necessary to build broader and narrow terms separately. This can 
actually save the time for a thesaurus builder in constructing a new thesaurus. 
Furthermore, this strategy can greatly reduce the chance of missing broader and 
narrow term relationship links and the size of the Thesaurus Frame. 
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3.2.2 Word, Entry Term and Semanteme 
To eliminate the ambiguity of a word, each word is associated with a semantic 
classification according to their semantic meaning. In TheSys, words which are 
associated with a specific classification are known as entry terms. Entry terms are 
the basic element in building up a thesaurus in TheSys. 
'T U •T J T J # Semanteme 
(a) Full Connec t ion (b) Ring Structure 〇 S y n o n y m 
Figure 3.4 Two connection strategies to capture synonym relationship 
Entry term construct is a storage where all entry terms in a thesaurus are stored in. 
Furthermore, synonymous relationships among entry terms are modeled here. To 
effectively capture the synonymous relationships, entry terms with equivalent 
semantic meaning are linked together. Figure 3.4 shows two possible 
representations to represent a group of synonyms. TheSys links all synonyms to 
form a ring structure. A ring structure not only reduces the number of links from 
to n but also increase the efficiency of the system in retrieving all synonyms of a 
particular word by simply visiting all the entry terms in a synonym ring once. To 
represent a set of synonym in a synonym ring，an arbitrary term among a set of 
synonyms is chosen as a preferred term. This preferred term can be chosen arbitrary 
because the semantic meaning of all entry terms in a synonym ring are considered as 
equivalent. This preferred term is known as semanteme in TheSys. Figure 3.5 
shows a logical view of entry term construct. Each row in the figure is a group of 
synonym and they are linked together to form a synonym ring. The left most entry 
term is the representative of that group of synonyms, called semanteme. 
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Entry Term Construct Structure 
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Figure 3.5 Logical view of Entry Term Construct 
3.2.3 Relationship Type and Relationship Link 
Relationships among semantemes in TheSys are represented by labeled edges in a 
semantic network. Each type of relationship is identified by its link type and has an 
unique name. Walking through these type of links can either be symmetric or 
asymmetric. For instance, seven most frequently use relationship types in various 
application environments have been defined as built-in relationship types in TheSys. 
They are "is-a", "has-instance", "composed-of", "part-of", "quasi-
synonym", "antonym" as well as "related". Among of them, "quasi-
synonym", "antonym" and "related" are symmetric relationships while the rest are 
asymmetric relationships. 
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Figure 3.6 Logical view of a segment of Thesaurus Frame 
With the help of these built-in relationship types, thesaurus builder can directly 
capture these type of relationships among semantemes and entry terms. Specific 
thesaurus that does not need any predefined types can simply keep the relationship 
type file empty. As a building tool for general customized applications, thesaurus 
users are allowed to define any relationship types in any thesaurus in the thesaurus 
system. In the current design, the definition of every relationship type is stored in a 
relation type definition file. Each record in this file is the attributes of a relation 
type and the corresponding relationship link file. In TheSys, relationships built 
among semantemes are stored in relationship link file. 
Traditionally, the relationships among terms are represented in a semantic network. 
In this model, terms are represented by nodes and relationships are represented by 
links. Links are labeled by the name of the relationship and sometimes a weight is 
assigned to it to represent the closeness among terms. TheSys represents 
relationships among semanteme in a semantic network like model 
called "semanteme network" with the following major differences : 
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1) In Quillian's model, words that have several meanings are represented by a 
node that has disjunctive links to nodes. Each of which is an instance of one of the 
alternate meanings. The word "plant" is taken to be an example by 
Quillian. "Plant" may mean i) a building used for manufacturing process, ii) plant 
as a living organism, and iii) as verb "to plant". These three meanings are referred 
as planti, plant2 and plant3. The word "plant" is represented by a node 
labeled "plant" and that has three links labeled "or" to plant” plant2 and plant3 
accordingly [12][15]. 
In TheSys, all words are classified into different classifications according to their 
semantic meaning. In the same example is described as above, the 
word "plant" will have three entries in the entry term construct and may be 
classified to the classes "building", "living organism" and "verb". Therefore, the 
problem on the different meanings of a word is solved with the semantic 
classification tree and is not related to the representation in the semanteme network. 
2) Basically, all the words in the knowledge will appear in the Quillian's model of 
semantic network. However, in the study of word semantics, it is well known that a 
large volume of words can be represented by a relatively small set of semantemes, 
which can be regarded as controlled terms or representative words. Based on this 
result, TheSys builds the relationship links (except synonyms, broader and narrow 
terms) with semantemes only. In other word, each of the node in the semanteme 
network of TheSys is an abstraction of a group of synonyms (see Figure 3.6). The 
modeling of synonym relationship is done in entry term construct but not in 
thesaurus frame. The synonyms of a semanteme will be retrieve on request. This 
scheme can reduce the size of thesaurus frame without reducing the intelligence of 
the thesaurus. 
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3.3 Thesaurus Module and Maintenance Module 
Maintenance module allows users to build, update and maintain all the internal data 
of thesauri of the thesaurus system. Entry term construct, thesaurus frame and 
semantic classification tree may be built using this module. In the design of 
TheSys, users are allowed to maintain several thesauri in the thesaurus system at the 
same time. Therefore, a users can build different thesauri in several particular fields 
according to their requirements in the same thesaurus system simultaneously. 
Moreover, the maintenance module also include all the routines provided in 
thesaurus module (i.e. query related functions). It is because to query the thesaurus 
is inevitable in the process of building and maintaining a thesaurus. The 
maintenance module interface is only for privilege users only. 
Thesaurus module provides routines for all search and retrieval related functions. It 
is the core component in the thesaurus system to carry out all data access from the 
entry term construct and thesaurus frame by other applications. It is an interface 
intended for general users to use. 
3.4 Data Structure 
The internal data structure is supposed to be transparent to general thesaurus users. 
General users can access data of a thesaurus with the help of the API provided by 
the maintenance and thesaurus modules. The details of the APIs will be discussed 
in Chapter 6 and Appendix B. Representation of data in TheSys is based on a 
relational model: all information is represented at the logical level and by entries in 
tables. The current design of data structure is more efficient for Chinese data. 
However, the design does not affect its ability to represent data in other languages. 
It is because TheSys treats all input data as a series of byte strings. 
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Figure 3.7 Overview of the relationship among semantic classes, semantemes and entry terms 
Figure 3.7 shows the logical view of the relationships among different data 
structures in TheSys. Basically, it can be divided into three major sections. The 
first section is the semantic classification tree which classifies words according to 
their semantic meanings and captures the broader and narrow terms. The second 
part is the Entry Term Construct. It stores all entry terms in a thesaurus as well as 
captures the synonym relationship. A ring structure is used to represent a group of 
synonyms and it is known as synonym ring. A term is selected from a synonym ring 
to represent a group of synonyms. This representative word is known as 
semanteme. Semantemes are used to construct the Thesaurus Frame. Thesaurus 
Frame is the third major data structure in Thesys. It is a directed graph and is 
known as semanteme network in TheSys. Semantemes are represented by nodes 
and relationship links are represented by arcs. The relationship links can be either 
unidirectional or bi-directional according to the nature of the relationship type. 
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3.4.1 Semantic Classification Tree 
The semantic classification tree is simply a hierarchical tree structure. Each node 
in this tree represents a semantic classification. The classification represented by a 
child node is a sub-classification of the classification represented by its parent node. 
In the multiple thesauri support system, each of the thesaurus has its own semantic 
classification tree. The information about the definition of the classification tree is 
stored in a classification table. To minimize the retrieval time when searching a 
classification, each of the record stores the location of the parent, sibling and the 
first child of a node. 
3.4.2 Entry Term Construct 
Entry Term Construct is a data storage to store all the entry terms defined in a 
thesaurus. Basically, it includes three type of tables. They are entry term table, 
semanteme table and synonym table. 
Entry term table records all the entry terms in a thesaurus. For each of the entry 
term, an unique entry term internal code is assigned. This entry term internal code 
is the internal identifier of the corresponding entry term and will be used in other 
data structures. The structure of an entry term internal code is shown as follows : 
i 
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Figure 3,8 Entry Term Internal Code data structure 
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As the basic element in the thesaurus system is entry term which is composed of a 
word description and its semantic classification, the structure of a 32 bits entry term 
internal code is divided into 3 sections. The first section is word code which 
occupied 20 bits. It is an internal representation of a word in the thesaurus system. 
Once a new entry term is inserted, the system will search if there is any same entry 
in the entry term table. If there is no any same word is found, a new word code will 
be assigned to this new entry. If a same word is found, its word code will be 
extracted and assigned to the new entry. Therefore, two word with the same word 
description but different semantic classification will have the same word code. In 
other words, TheSys allows more than a million entries in a single thesaurus. 
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Figure 3.9 Entry term internal code representation in entry term construct 
The second section of an entry term internal code is a semantic class code which is 
11 bits long in length. It represents the semantic classification of the entry term. 
Words under a same classification will receive a same semantic class code. The last 
section is an enable bit. It is obvious that entries in a thesaurus are seldom deleted. 
In our design, a bit is reserved and set to 1 if a new entry term is inserted. When it 
is deleted, the bit will be reset to 0. Under this scheme, the management of the data 
file is become very simple. 
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Besides as a database of entry term, entry term construct also captures the synonym 
relationships among concepts in order to simplify the complexity of the Thesaurus 
Frame. Entry terms with same semantic meaning will be linked together to form a 
synonym ring structure. The chain of synonyms is recorded in the synonyms table. 
One of the most commonly use term is chosen as a representative of that synonym 
ring and is registered in the semanteme table. 
3.4.3 Thesaurus Frame 
The thesaurus frame maintains two kind of tables. They are the relationship type 
definition table and the relationship link table respectively. Before different types of 
relationships among words can be captured, the information on the relationship 
types are going to be captured must be defined first. Relationship type definition 
table records the information about the relationship types that can be captured in a 
given thesaurus. Thesaurus builders need to tell the system at least four data fields 
in order to define a relationship type. The first field is the name of the link type. 
The second one indicates the link traversal direction. The third and the forth fields 
are the weight type and the definable range of weight values. 
Each relationship link of a particular relationship type is defined by at least four 
fields. They are the start semanteme, end semanteme, the corresponding 
relationship type and the weight of this relationship link. The thesaurus frame is 
actually a directed graph. Each arc in the graph is labeled and represents the 
relationship type between two nodes. This type is either unidirectional or bi-
directional. When traveling from one node to another node through a relationship 
link, the starting node is known as start semanteme and the destination node is 
called end semanteme. For example, to consider the link ’’計算機一composed-of 
—硬體” in Figure 3.6, the semanteme ”計算機” is the start semanteme and the 
semanteme ”硬體” is the end semanteme. Their order can not be reversed as the 
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traverse of the link type "composed-of is asymmetric and can be in single direction 
only. Therefore, the order of the two semantemes is important for unidirectional 
link. The weight value must fall into the definable range of the corresponding 
relationship type too. Weighing of a relationship link is applicable if the 
corresponding relationship type carry weight. For the relationship type does not 
carry weight, such as antonym relationship, 1.0 will be assigned as the weight of 
that relationship link. 
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Figure 3.10 Relation between relationship type definition and relationship link tables 
Figure 3.10 shows the relationship between the relationship type definition table and 
the relationship link table. Logically, the relationship type definition can be 
regarded as a index to retrieve all the relationship links of a given relationship type. 
Chapter 4 
Relationship Inference 
As described in Chapter 3, relationships are built with semantemes only in order to 
reduce the storage of the thesaurus frame and increase the efficiency of the system. 
In some cases, some of the relationship link may also be considered as redundant 
even they are established between two semantemes. 
Consider with the Figure 4.1 and the relationship links shown in solid lines, it can be 
noted that the entry terms 示器”and "硬磁盤"has an "is-a" relationship with 
the entry term " 硬 件 O n the other hand, the entry term "硬件"also has a "part-
of" relationship with the entry term “言十算機However, there is no simple 
method to find out the relationship between 示器"and “硬件"as they are 
indirectly connected by two different types of relationship link. One of the simplest 
solutions is establishing a direct link connecting these two semantemes as shown in 
dotted lines. Although this approach can directly capture the relationship between 
the two semantemes "•頁示器"and "硬件"，it may introduce huge amount of 
unnecessary relationship links in the thesaurus frame which reduces the efficiency of 
the system. 
In TheSys, to store every relationship among semantemes explicitly is avoided. It 
is because to store every relationship link among semantemes explicitly may 
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Figure 4.1 a segment of the thesaurus frame 
introduce difficulty when the thesaurus system is running in a system with limited 
storage. Instead of connecting the two semantemes with a relationship link, some 
strategies to represent this relationship in a more implicitly way are devised. For 
example, if it is known that the resultant relationship type after a traverse of a "is-
a" and a "part-of" relationship, the relationship between “晷頁示器”and "計算 
機”then can be determined by induction. Even if fully connected semantemes may 
not cause the storage problem to the system, it is not possible for thesaurus builders 
to capture all relationships among semantemes. Therefore, relationship inference is 
necessary. Otherwise, words may be missed from searching process because of 
missing relationship links to them. 
4.1 Study on a traverse of 2 relationship links 
As described above, the relationship types provided in the system are not restricted 
to those TheSys have defined for users. Thesaurus users can always define 
relationship types according to their requirements. Therefore, applications of the 
rules will not be limited to the built-in relationship types only. 
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To facilitate the relationship inference in the thesaurus frame, TheSys must allow 
users to define some induction rules between different types of relationships. 
TheSys should return to the users the relationship between indirectly connected 
semantemes according to the set of induction rules defined by users. Thus, some 
syntax of rule definitions have to be developed to allow users to describe the 
resultant relationship after some traverses of different types of relationship links. 
However, before the syntax of the inference rule definitions by thesaurus users can 
be developed, studies on all of the possible ways in defining such inference rules 
must be carried out. 
is-a composed-of part-of antonym 
is-a is-a composed-of part-of related 
composed-of composed-of composed-of A,C is part-of B not composed-of 
part-of part-of B is part-of A,C part-of related 
antonym is-a related not part-of quasi-synonym 
Figure 4.2 resultant relationships after 2 traverse of different relationship 
types based on the built-in relationship types in TheSys 
Considering the reference "同義言司詞林”[21], some relationships among 
semantemes under the different semantic classifications have been built and the 
possible resultant relationship type after a traverse of two different types of 
relationships is studied. All the cases studied follow the general form "A — R(a) 
B — R(b) — C 4 A — R(c) C". The identifiers A, B, C represent a 
semanteme and R(a), R(b), R(c) represent the relationship between two semantemes. 
Parts of the result are summarized in table 4.2. The left most column shows the 
relationship between semantemes A and B. The upper most column shows the 
relationship between semantemes B and C. After the evaluation, it is discovered 
that the resultant relationship type after a traverse of two different type of 
relationships can be classified into 5 classes : 
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1 resultant relationship is transitive 
After a traverse of two identical relationship types, the resultant relationship type 
may be the same as these two identical relationship types. The relationships 
such as "is-a", "composed-of" and "part-of" also has this transitive properties. 
e . g . 大 廈 一 i s - a — 房 屋 一 i s - a — 建 築 4 大 廈 一 i s - a — 建 築 
2 resultant relationship is either one of the two relationships which is connecting 
the two semantemes 
In this case, for any 3 semantemes A, B and C. If the relationship between A 
and B is R(a)，another relationship between B and C is R(b)，then the resultant 
relationship type after the traverse of the relationships R(a) and R(b) will be 
either one of them. 
e.g.水果 一 i s - a — 果 實 . 一 p a r t - o f — 植 物 水 果 一 pa r t -o f—植物 
3 resultant relationship type is a negation of either relationships which is 
connecting the two semantemes 
This case is similar to that of case 2. However, the resultant relationship 
between the semantemes A and C is either the negation of R(a) or R(b). In this 
case, a new operator "not" is introduced to reflect the negation meaning. 
e.g.誠實 一 i s - a — 優 點 一 a n t o n y m — 缺 點 4 誠實"^no t ( i S - a ) -> 缺點 
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4 resultant relationship type is another relationship which is neither the two 
connecting the semantemes 
In this case, for any 3 semantemes A, B and C. If the relationship between the 
semantemes A and B is R(a)，another relationship between the semantemes B 
and C is R(b). The resultant relationship will be the relationship R(c) where 
R(c) is neither equal to R(a) nor R(b). For example, the resultant relationship 
after a traverse of two uantonym" relationships will be a ��quasi-
synonym" relationship if the definition of uantonymu is highly restricted [22]. 
e .g .死—antonym 活一a n t o n y m — f山逝 ^ 死 一 quasi-synonym f山逝 
5 unknown or uncertain resultant relationship after the traverse of two different 
type of relationships 
In the study, some examples such as the traverse of the relationship 
t ypes��composed -o f�and "antonym" is very difficult to be found in the 
reference thesaurus “同義詞言司林".Therefore, the resultant relationship after a 
traverse of these relationships with strong evidence cannot be told. Similarly, 
in some cases, owing to the limitation of knowledge of the thesaurus builders, it 
may be impossible for them to define all of the inference rules based on the 
existing relationship types. If the thesaurus builders has difficulty in deciding 
the relationship after some traverses of relationship types, they may just define 
the resultant relationship type as "related". The relationship "related" here 
means that it is known that the semantemes should have at least some kinds of 
relationships. It is based on a assumption that two indirectly connected words 
should have some relationship although the semantic distance between may be 
very large. However, the exact relationship type is not sure and cannot be told 
\ 
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to the system or the other thesaurus users. So it is simply said that the 
semantemes has a��related��relationship. 
4.2 Grammar of the Relationship Inference Rules 
Definition 
After the study and classification of the resultant relationships, a set of rules can be 
constructed for users to specify the implicit relationship links among semantemes. 
However, in order to extend and generalize the results, users should be able to 
define their rules based on the built-in as well as the user define relationship types. 
In other words, the inference mechanism should not be restricted to the built-in 
relationship types only. A highly flexible strategy should be provided for thesaurus 
users to define their inference rules according to their requirements. The syntax of 
the induction rules are described as follows : 
Syntax for the relationship inference rules : 
<start> ••••= <expressionl> I 
transitive(<relation typo) I commutative(crelation type>) 
<expressionl> ::= <expression2> => <expression3> I 
<expression3> =^ <expression3> 
<expression2> ....=�term expression�relation expression�<term expression�&& 
<expression3> 
<expression3> ::= <term expression��relation expression��term expression�I 
�expression 2> 
<relation expression� ::= relation(<relation type>) I not relation(crelation type>) 
<relation type> ::= relationship-type 
�term expression� ....= semanteme I entry-term 
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For example, if it is known that the resultant relationship type after a traverse of 
a "is-a" and a "part-of" relationship is also a "part-of" relationship, then an 
induction rule can be defined using the above syntax : 
A relation(is-a) B && B relation(part-of) C => A relation(part-of) C 
In the above induction rule, A, B and C are the general identifier of semantemes or 
entry terms. The keyword "relation" describes the relationship between two 
semantemes. With a suitable substitution of the semantemes 示器“，"硬 
件"and ”計算機"into the term identifiers A, B and C，the inference engine of 
TheSys should be able to induce that there is a "part-of" relationship between ” 暴頁示 
器"and"計算機 
There is an assumption that the induction is a left to right inferring mechanism. 
Inference is processed in a single direction, starting from the left most node in a 
search path. If there is no suitable rule for further reduction, the inference process 
will be stopped. Furthermore, only two relationship links are involved in each 
reduction. In other words, the current proposed algorithm is a recursive algorithm 
to reduce a long relation search path two by two until the final relationship between 
the starting node and the ending node is evaluated. In theory, the inference rules 
defined by users should be applicable to any number of traverses of relationship links. 
Consider the following figure and example ; 
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Figure 4.3 Another segment of the Thesaurus Frame 
Supposing two inference rules are defined as follows : 
1. transitive(part-of) 
2. A relation(part-of) B && B relation(is-a) C=> A re!ation(part-of).C 
Then, the relationship between the term "窗11 and "建築物11 can be evaluated by a 
sequence of inferring steps as follows ： 
窗一part-of 4 房 間 一 p a r t - o f 4 房 屋 — i s - a 4 建 築 物 
窗 一part-of — 房 屋 一 i s - a 4 建築物 By rule (1) 
窗—par t -of —建築物 By rule (2) 
4.3 Implementation Detail and API of Relationship 
Inference 
To make this inference scheme to be a part of the thesaurus system, another data 
component is introduced for the storage of all inference rule definitions. 
Furthermore, another module for the relationship inference is built. Similar to the 
two main modules: the maintenance module and the thesaurus module, a new set of 
API's for this inference is developed too. In the current design, the inference 
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engine can also be linked to the user customized applications according to the 
requirements of users. If thesaurus users do not want to make use of the inference 
engine, they may simply ignore the API which is related to the relationship inference 
and build relationship links among semantemes as usual. However, if users do not 
want to specify every relationships among semantemes explicitly, TheSys provides 
them an alternative to represent it implicitly according to the inference rule 
mechanism. 
Before thesaurus users can make use of the relationship inference, they have to 
define the relationship inference rules to tell the thesaurus system how to make an 
induction. TheSys will create a rule base for each of the thesaurus. If thesaurus j 
I 
users want to make use of the inference mechanism, they have to firstly construct the 
rule base by the API CreateRuleBaseQ. This function will take the name of a | 
thesaurus as an argument and create a data file to record all the inference rules 
I 




CreateRuleBaseQ creates a new data file to store the inference rule definitions in a 
specific thesaurus in the current thesaurus system. CreateRuleBase() will not 
check for the existing inference rule definition file. Therefore, any old inference 
rule definition file will be overwritten. 
After the data base for inference rules is created, thesaurus users can add new rules 
into it. The function AddInferenceRule() allows users to add a new inference rule 
into the rule base. AddInferenceRule() will check if the given inference rule has 
been defined. The operation will be rejected if a duplicated rule is found in the rule 
base. All new inference rules will be appended at the end of the rule base. 
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int AddInferenceRule(thesaurus, rule): 
Thesaurus 年thesaurus, 
char ^rule 
In TheSys, there are two classes of inferring mechanisms called Term Inference and 
Path Inference. For Term Inference, a word and a relationship search type are 
given. All related words satisfying the searching condition and related to the 
starting word are returned. However, if a thesaurus wants to know the relationship 
between two words, Path Inference can help. For Path Inference, the two ends of 
words are located and the thesaurus system will try to search a path connecting to 
these two nodes and then evaluates the relationship between them. 
To take the segment of Thesaurus Frame in Figure 4.3 as example. If a thesaurus 
user would like to know all the terms which has the 'part-of relationship with the 
term ’‘門"，the user can input the word TT ' and the relationship search type 'part-of 
to the Term Inference mechanism, TheSys will return the terms n房間’’，’'房 
屋"and “建築物"as the results. However, if the user just wants to know the 
relationship between the terms T T and "建築物"，he can input the two terms into 
the Path Inference mechanism and TheSys will try to evaluate their relationship 
using the inference rules has been defined and the result 'part-of should be returned. 
The API for thesaurus users to perform Term Inference is Termlnference(). For a 
given term word and relationship type relationtvpe. a list of words which are either 
directly or indirectly connecting to word can be found using the function 
GetRelationTerms(). The result from the function GetRelationTerms() will be 
used as the third argument relatedterms of Termlnference(). Inside 
Termlnference(), the resultant relationship type between all related words and the 
given terms will be evaluated according to the definition of inference rules. The 
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terms along the search path which satisfies the given relationship type will be 
recorded. The recorded terms are known as activated terms in the term ranking 
process of TheSys. Otherwise, the term will be eliminated from the search path. 
Words satisfy the given conditions will be returned to users. The result is in the 
form of structure RelationNode. 




On the other hand, the API for thesaurus users to perform Path Inference is 
Pathlnference(). For any two given terms startword and endword, a list of search 
paths which connect theses two terms can be found using the function 
GetRelationLink(). The result from the function GetRelationLinkQ will be as the 
second argument relatedterms of Pathlnference(). Inside Pathlnference(), each of 
the search path will be evaluated to determine the resultant relationship according to 
the definition of inference rules. The result of Pathlnference() will be returned to 
users as a data structure RelationNode too. 
RelationNode ^Path^nfQV&nceithesaurus, relationterms): 
Thesaurus 坏thesaurus� � 
RelationNode 尔relatedterms 
It should be noted that it is possible for more than one rule are suitable for an 
induction. The choice of which rule to perform an induction can be based on the 
priority of the induction rules. For the current stage, the priority of the induction 
rules is simply the insertion order of the rules into the rule base. 
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4.4 Evaluation on Relationship Inference 
Theoretically, there is no limitation on the number of traversal. But semantically, 
the scheme has not been tested to an extend to say it is 100% correct. There is no 
sufficient evident to tell if any constrains must be attached to the rules to make the 
inference steps more reliable. It is assumed that the inference rules can be applied 
to a search path with any number of relationship links. However, this assumption 
may not be applicable to all conditions. For example, if the inference rules are 
applied to some parent and child relationships such as "is-a" and "composed-of", 
the result should be fine as the two nodes will be still a parent and child relationship 
no matter how far they are separated. However, if the inference rules are work 
with some comparison type relationships such as "quasi-synonym", the result may 
not be correct when the number of links separating the two nodes is too large. 
Figure 4.4 A group of quasi-synonyms in Thesaurus Frame 
Figure 4.4 shows a group of quasi-synonyms and it shows that the potential problem 
if two nodes are too far away. Although the relationship type "quasi-synonym" is 
symmetric and transitive in nature, the terms uMiW and "1 荒張”are not related to 
each other. In other word, even a transitive symmetric relationship type, the 
traverse of relationship links may not be carried for an unlimited times. 
Appropriate weighting scheme can solve this problem by filtering the nodes which 
their semantic distance is too far away from the source node. The details about the 
weighting scheme of TheSys is discussed in Chapter5. 
Theoretically, if there are N relationship types defined in a thesaurus, a total number 
of N x N inference rules involving any two different relationships can be defined. 
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However, for some relationship type combinations, it can be quite difficult for a 
general thesaurus builder or user to tell the system what the resultant relationship 
types are. Although two words will be classified as "related" if they are connected 
indirectly even though there is no inference rule is defined directly for them, this 
indirect inference may not give much help for thesaurus users to understand about 
the relationship between the two terms. 
Although the introduction of relationship inference can allow thesaurus users to 
represent the relationships among some indirectly linked words implicitly, it cannot 
represent a resultant relationship which is not defined in the thesaurus system. For 
example, if thesaurus users want to define an inference rule such that "A relation(a) 
B && B relation(b) C => A relation(c) C", they are required to registered the 
relationship，c，in the relationship type definition file. In other word, a thesaurus 
user is not allowed to define any inference rule involving any relationship type which 
is not in the relationship type definition file. Therefore, if the relationship type 
between two indirectly connected words is not a registered relationship type in 
TheSys, they still can not be represented by induction and will still be considered 
as "related" in the ranking process of TheSys only. If thesaurus users want to 
establish an inference rule involving an undefined relationship type, they have to 
insert the definition of that relationship into the relationship type definition file using 
the API provided by Thesys first. 
Chapter 5 
Weighting Schemes 
To simulate the real world, various conception relationships on the basis of 
concepts is built. However, the concepts are discrete but the world is a continuum. 
A network of concepts cannot be a perfect model of the real life. To make a better 
simulation of a concept, a weighting scheme is introduced in TheSys. 
In the previous weighting strategy of TheSys [4]，it only focuses on binary 
relationships between semantemes. It also makes an assumption that all relationship 
types are transitive. In addition, in the evaluation of the semantic distance between 
two words, it only considers the traverse of relationship links on one relationship 
type. Thus the semantic distance calculation for cross relationship types is ignored. 
Furthermore, the same weighting scheme formula is applied to all kinds of 
relationship types. 
However, this is not enough to reveal all related words of a given concepts. It is 
because not all relationship types are transitive. They are also not unique in nature 
so that the same weighting scheme formula should not be applied to all kinds of 
relationship types. Moreover, some of the related words may be missed if only the 
evaluation on a single relationship type is considered. In the following sections, 
strategy on weight calculation on the traverse of different kinds of relationship types 
will be discussed. 
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Since TheSys is a building tool with very high flexibility for thesaurus users, it can 
capture built-in relationships as well as user defined one. Therefore, discussion on 
all possible relationship types is not possible. Instead, attention will be paid on the 
built-in relationship types in TheSys and try to generalize the result to all possible 
relationship types in this thesis. 
5.1 Thesaurus Frame Construction and Relation Type 
Definition 
As described in section 3.2.3, TheSys has seven predefined relationship type 
definitions. Thesaurus users can browse their definition details using the API 
provided by the thesaurus system. In case thesaurus users want to capture their 
relationship types, they need to define the details first. The definition procedure can 
be done through the interactive interface in the maintenance module. Thesaurus 
users can also define the relationship type using the API if they are working with a 
customized application. To define a new relationship type, TheSys needs thesaurus 
users to provide the following information : 
• name of the relationship type 
書 relation traversal direction, either symmetrical or asymmetrical 
• weight type, either with weight or without weight 
• weight range definition if the relationship type is weight carried 
In order to describe the conceptual closeness between two concepts, a comparison-
based weighting scheme is introduced in TheSys. A relationship type is said to be 
weight carried if it allows thesaurus users to represent the closeness of two words 
of that relationship type. In this scheme, the smaller the weight value is, the more 
related the two terms are. Consequently, the default weight value between two 
synonyms is 0.0 and 1.0 for two antonyms. It should be noted that these upper and 
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lower bounded values should be able to be redefined in a flexible thesaurus system 
like TheSys and the weight assignment is very subjective. For other levels of 
closeness, thesaurus users are required to fill in a values ranged from 0.0 to 1.0. 
However, a general thesaurus users may find difficulties in the process of weight 
assignment directly using such numerical values. In the assignment of a weight 
value to a relationship link, TheSys has provided an alternative method to help 
general thesaurus users to do it easily. In the definition of a relationship type, 
thesaurus users can further classify the ranges between the upper and lower weight 
values into several regions. An symbolic name can be assigned to each of these 
regions. For example, thesaurus users could classify the weight values from 0.0 to 
0.2 as "very close", 0.2 to 0.4 as "close", 0.4 to 0.6 as "normal", 0.6 to 0.8 
as "loose" and 0.8 to L0 as "very loose". So they can assign the weight value 
using these symbolic names. After giving a symbolic name, say "close", thesaurus 
users can give a weight value within a more narrow range, from 0.2 to 0.4，to 
describe the weight of the relationship link more exactly. However, if thesaurus 
users still find in difficult in the assignment of a weight value after a symbolic name 
is given, they may simply leave the job to TheSys. TheSys will take the mid value in 
the giving region as the weight value of that relationship link. 
Thesaurus frame construction tools include the insertion and deletion of relationship 
links. To build a relationship link between two terms, thesaurus users have to 
provide at least three arguments : the starting word, the ending word and the 
relationship type connecting these two terms. TheSys will check the relationship 
type definition to see if it is weight carried. Thesaurus users are required to fill in a 
weight value to reflect the semantic closeness between the two concepts if the link 
type is weight carried. 
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5.2 Two Kinds of Relationship Types 
Although the introduction of weight value to relationship link can help in indicating 
the closeness between two directly linked concepts, it is necessary to have strategy 
to evaluate the closeness between two indirectly linked concepts based on the 
assigned weight value. Before starting the evaluation, it is interested to see if the 
nature of a relationship can affect the strategy in the weight calculation. In the 
study on different kinds of relationships, it is believed that they can be roughly 
classified into two major classes. They are the ”parent and child��type r lationship 
and ” relationar type relationship. 
The first class of relationship type is parent and child relationship. Some of the 
parent and child relationship examples are broader/narrow terms and composed-
o^part-of relationships. For a semantic network captured purely such kind of 
relationship, it can be considered as a hierarchical structure. The relevancy of the 
words of these kinds of relationships is related to its level of depth. Furthermore, 
starting from any term, no matter how many relationship links are traversed, the 
terms along the search path still have a parent and child relationship. In other 
words, the relationship of the words along the search path is always preserved and 
it is not affected by the number of relationship links separating them. 
For example, Figure 5.1 shows a search path with the starting node "母雞“and all 
words has a "is-a" relationship with it. Although the term "萬物"is a very boarder 
term of 11 母雞丨‘，11母雞"and "萬物‘1 still have a "is-a" relationship. The 
relationship does not affected by the distance of the search path. 
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母 雞 一 i s - a - ^ 雞 M l 動 物 一 動 物 一 生 物 一 萬 物 
Figure 5.1 group of concepts with pure "is-a “ relationship 
In real life, when someone is ranking the concepts like those shown above, more 
attention will be paid on the closeness among the terms which is very closed to the 
starting term “ 母 雞 H o w e v e r , he may not care the exact difference between the 
paths from 11 母雞" to "生物’• and “母雞•• to 11 萬 物 I t is because both of the 
terms 1•生物11 and 11 萬物H are too far away from the starting node in terms of 
semantic meaning. Therefore, it is believed that the link weight which is closed to 
the starting term should have more contribution on the semantic distance calculation 
than those very far away. 
Another class of relationship type is relational relationship. It shows the relevance 
between two words. They may not necessary be on different levels. Some of the 
examples of this kind of relationship type are quasi-synonym and related. The 
major difference of relational relationship from the parent and child relationship is 
that the relevancy between two concepts may be greatly affected by the number of 
terms between them. 
For example, Figure 5.2 shows a search path with the starting word ”悲傷"and all 
other words has a "quasi-synonym" relationship with it. Consider the word "悲 
傷”and the terms along the search path, the relevancy between 11 悲傷”and "憂 
愁丨I or 丨,憂悶丨I is close. As the number of the relationship links traversed increased, 
the closeness of the words to ”悲傷“decreased although the words are related to 
each other if they are considered separately. At some points such as the term "慌 
張"，its relevancy to the word "悲傷"is so far away that they can be considered as 
an unrelated pair. 
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Figure 5.2 concepts with pure "quasi-synonym “ relationship 
From the above observation, it is shown that the calculation of semantic distance of 
these two kinds of relationship should be different. 
5.3 Evaluation on different Weighting Scheme Formulas 
The previous weighting scheme of TheSys is based on the result of Kim's model 
[12]. It assumes that the comparison on words is highly related to the length of the 
path from the starting terms. And the semantic distance formula can be summarized 
as follows : 
Let Xx, X2,…，XN be the concepts in a search path starting from concept Xx and 
ending at concept XN. The notation Weight(Xi5 Xi+1) represents the weight value 
on the link Xj Xi+1. 
For all i，where 0 < i < n 
1. Relative Weight Value (Xx) = 1.0 
2. Relative Weight Value (Xi+1) = Weight(Xi? Xi+1) x Relative Weight Value ( ¾ 
3. Distance (X1? XN) = (Search Path Length - 1) x 1 + 
Weight(XN_!, XN) x Relative Weight Value (XNA) 
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From this formulation, it can be found that the value of semantic distance will be 
increased by 1.0 for each traverse of a relationship link. The more relationship links 
it passes over, the greater the semantic distance between the starting and the ending 
words. This behaviors seems to be reasonable for the relational type relationships. 
It is because as the ending word is far away from the starting one, their semantic 
distance should be large enough that they can be considered as unrelated terms. 
However, for the same case in the parent and child type relationship, the value of 
semantic distance should go to a upper limit. It means that the starting and ending 
words still has a parent and child relationship no matter how far they are. Therefore, 
the two kind of relationship types should be considered separately and appropriate 
weighting scheme formulas should be applied on them in TheSys too. 
First of all, some common functions on the general cases are considered to study 
the behaviors of them. Supposing that there is a search path consists of twenty 
relationship links. It is also assumed that each of the relationship link carries equal 
weight value to simplify the preliminary study. 
To study the different behaviors of the function on different closeness of concepts, 
three different weight values are substituted into the relationship link respectively. 
The values are 0.1, 0.5 and 0.9. 0.1 represents the concepts are close to each other. 
0.5 represents the concepts are fair to each other in closeness. 0.9 means the 
concepts are quite far away from each other. 
The definition of the functions being examined are listed in the following : 
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Control Formula : 
N-L 
Distance^i ,Xi+1) = X Weight^，Xi+1) 
i=i 
Formula A : 
1. Relative.WeighLValueCXi) = 1.0 
2. Relative_Weight_Value(X i+1) 二 
Weight(Xl5X1+1) x Relative.WeighLValuelX,) 
3. Distance^，XN) = (Search_Path_Length 一 1) x 1 + 
Weight(XN_l5XN) x Relative.WeighLValuelX^!) 
Formula B : 
/ N - L Y 
Distance^，XN) 二 工 Weight(Xi，Xi+1) + 0.5 
V i=l J 
Formula C: 
N-lf i � 
DistanceCX!, X N ) = 工 X Weight(X�，Xj+1) 
i=i V i=1 
Formula D : 
广 N-L � 
DistanceCX!，XN) 二 In Z Weight(Xj，Xi+1 ) + 1.0 
V. i=i J 
Formula E : 
/ n ^ I “ 
D i s t a n c e d XN) = J^Weight(X ; ,X i + 1) 
The Control Formula simply accumulate the link weight between two words. It is 
similar to which is suggested in Kim's scheme [18]. Formula A is the original 
weighting scheme formula in TheSys. Formula B and C are some quadratic 
equations to see if they are best in describing the "relational type 
relationship" concepts. As described above, for the terms farther away from the 
starting concept, their relationship should looser. The square function is to enlarge 
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the contribution of the link weight as the terms are far away from the source. 
Formula D and E take the logarithm and square root value of the sum of the link 
weights between two words. Since the terms with "parent and child relationship 
type" should preserved their relationship regardless the number of relationship links 
between the terms, using square root and logarithm functions is to prevent the 
resultant weight grows to infinite large as the terms are further away from the 
starting point. These formulas try to simulate the ranking process of human 
in "parent and child type relationship" concepts. The behaviors of the equations are 
summarized in Figure 5.3 (a) - (c). 
From the behaviors of the formulas, the following observations are noted. For • 
I 
formula A, the result is approximately equal to length of search path - L It is | 
because the decimal part of the result is the product of the link weights along the 1 
i 
search path. As the link weights are always less than 1.0, this part is non-significant 
and can be ignored when the search path is long or the link weight is small. The j 
formula is best to describe the relationship among concepts in a single type 丨 
of "parent and child type relationship" network as presented in [12]. However, it 
is obviously no good in describing the concepts with a "relational type 
“ j 
relationship" as described in section 5.2. y 
In Figure 5.3，formula B and C show different behavior in the 3 testing link weights. 
In lower link weight value, such as 0.1 (Figure 5.3a), the curve goes up steady and 
reach a value around 5.0 to 6.0 even after passing through 20 relationship links. 
However, in case of high link weight value, such as 0.9 (Figure 5.3c), the curve 
goes up sharply and reach 10.0 after 3 relationship links for formula B and 6 
relationship links for formula C respectively. These behaviors suggest that the 
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search path is long. In contrast, two concepts may be considered as unrelated even 
the search path is short but the link weights along the path are large enough. The 
above observations can be shown more clearly with the following two real examples 
as shown in Figure 5.4 and 5.5. 
| 悲 傷 | 憂 愁 | 憂 問 | 煩 悶 | 不 安 | 著 急 
Formula B 0.00 0.36 0.81 1.21 1.69 2.56 
Formula C 0.00 0.10 0.41 0.73 1.08 1,54 
i 
3.00 I 
• Formula B A ll 
2.50 - f 
Formula C ^ ^ k 
2.00 ^ ^ I 
1.50 “ ^ ^ — ^ 5 ^ 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ( 
° - 5 ° • � ( 
0.00 丨 1 1 1 I 




Figure 5.4 Quasi-synonyms of word悲傷 
Figure 5.4 shows the quasi-synonyms - of the entry term "悲傷丨、The semantic 
distances between it and each of its quasi-synonyms are calculated using the formula 
B and C. In the search path, each of the link weight is small. Along the search path, 
the first concept with different meaning from the starting concept "悲傷"is "著急 
There are five relationship links in between them. And the corresponding semantic 
distances are 2.56 and 1.54 using the formula B and C. 
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If these two values are taken as a reference point that any two concepts will be 
considered as unrelated if their semantic distance exceeds these values, another 
search path with the entry term “感動11 and its quasi-synonyms again is shown in 
Figure 5.5. In this case, each of the link weight along the search path is large. The 
first term which is considered as unrelated based on the assumption in this example 
is ”景乡響“and ”變化"based on the formula B and C respectively. The semantic 
distance between 感動丨‘and 丨'影響‘1 using formula B is 3.24. The semantic 
distance between "感®T and "變化“using formula C is 2.56. 
“感動卜。 .5一 觸動卜。.8— 影響"]<0.8»| 變化~^。 . 6^~~^m | 
[ I S \ m j I m m I S f t ^ m 1 
f 
Formula B 0.00 1.00 3.24 6.76 10.24 | 




• Formula B • 
10.00 - I 
^ ^ Formula C ^ ^ ‘ 
8.00 � ^ ^ I 
6.00 I 
4 � � ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
2.00 
0.00 1 1 1 
感動 觸動 影響 變化 改變 
Figure 5.5 Quasi-synonyms of word感動 
The examples show that the semantic distance between two concepts should have 
little variation if the link weight along the search path is small. In contrast, it should 
vary greatly if the link weight along the search path is large. It can be noted that the 
results are similar to the expectation on the semantic distance between two concepts 
which are connected by "relational type relationships" as it is described above. 
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For formula D and E，the results vary from 0.0 to 5.0 within 20 relationship links. 
The result is not a very large value in all the three evaluation cases. It suggests that 
the variation on the semantic distance between two concepts would not be too large. 
The result is good in describing that if two concepts are connected with a "parent 
and child type relationship". It is because the nature of the relationship between 
two concepts should be preserved and independent with the length of the search 
path. 
I 窗 鎖 I 窗 框 I 窗 I 房 間 I 裡 屋 I 房 屋 j 
Formula A 0.00 0.10 1.02 2.01 3.00 4.00 | 
Formula D 0.00 0.10 0.18 0.26 0.34 0.41 ! 
I 
Formula E 0.00 0.10 0.22 0.37 0.55 0.74 
L_ I 
t t 
2.50 •• J! 
• Formula A ‘ 
2.00 Formula D ~ ) 
, ~ F o r m u l a E f 
1 . 5 0
 1 ？ 
1.00 ‘ 
^^^^^ ^^ 
0.00 M _ I ‘ 1 ' 
窗鎖 窗框 窗 房間 裡屋 房屋 
Figure 5.6 Related Words of the term 窗鎖 
Figure 5.6 shows the terms which compose of " 窗 鎖 " a s an element. The 
relationship 'part-of is one of the "parent and child relationship type". The semantic 
distances between it and each of the related words are calculated using the formulas 
A, D and E. If formula A is used to calculate the semantic distance among the 
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terms, it shows that the semantic distance between "窗|負"and "房屋’‘is 4.0. Such 
a large value may give an impression that the two terms are not very related to each 
others. Furthermore, the weight value in each of the 'part-of relationship links is 
just 0.1, the evaluated semantic distance should not increase so fast to such a large 
value. Instead, the rate of increment of the values of the semantic distance along 
this search path should be slow. In such case, both the formulas D and E can give a 
good simulations on the nature of a "parent and child relationship". 
The evaluation of the weighting schemes here is only a suggestion to thesaurus 
users that different weighting scheme formulas should be applied to different nature 
of relationship types. For the convenience of thesaurus users, TheSys has its built- -
I 
in weighting schemes. However, thesaurus users can select the weighting scheme j 
provided by TheSys according to their requirements. Furthermore, being a { 
. I 
comprehensive thesaurus system with high flexibility for general thesaurus users, it J 
I 
is possible for them to define customized weighting schemes in TheSys on request. | 
The details on how to define a customized weighting scheme is discussed in t 
Chapter 6. j 
I! 
. (i 5.4 Term Ranking � 
Term ranking is a procedure to find out all the related words according to a search 
specification. A search specification includes a search relationship type and a search 
range of semantic distance. The search specification can be either a default values 
or specified by thesaurus users of TheSys. Once the system accepts a query 
including a word and the search specification, the ranking process is initiated. Such 
a ranking procedure is dependent on the well built thesaurus. 
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The term ranking algorithm used in TheSys is similar to the spreading activation 
introduced in Rada's system [16]. However, the algorithm used in TheSys behaves 
a little different in the starting and ending conditions. In the algorithm of TheSys, 
the ranking process starts from only one concept to which the segmented word is 
mapped and activates all the semantemes connecting to it in the lines of the query 
specification. In other word，only those semantemes which are directly or indirectly 
linked to the starting semanteme will be activated. Moreover, all the activated 
semantemes must satisfy the given search specification too. The ranking process 
will terminate when there is no more semantemes can satisfy the search specification. 
Then the system collects all the activated semantemes and their corresponding 
synonyms. Finally, a sorted list of words according to the priority specified by the . 
I 
query is returned. The list of related words can be further processed by other | 
customized application systems. | 
‘ t 
I 
In the term ranking process, a breath first search algorithm is used to visit all the | 
terms connected to the starting word. However, it should be noted that as the 1 
I 
relationships among concepts are represented in a graph structure, it is possible to n 
have more than one path connecting two concepts. In such case, only the path | 
revealing the closest relationship between these two concepts will be considered. \ 
Although it can be assumed that the semantic distance between two terms are 
basically related to the length of the search path and just consider the shortest path, 
many reasons may affect this assumption. For example, the different combinations 
of relationship links along a search path, weight assignments to the relationship links 
and different weighting schemes applied in the ranking process. Therefore, it is not 
enough to assume that the shortest path between two terms is the best to represent 
their closest relationship. Instead，as described above, the closest relationship 
between two terms can be found from the semantic distance between them. The 
smaller semantic distance they have, the more related they are. 
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Similar to most graph searching algorithms, TheSys needs to keep all the visited 
nodes during the search to prevent infinity looping. However, the term ranking 
algorithm in TheSys also records the semantic distance of each visited node from 
the source term. This information helps the ranking process in TheSys to 
determinate which path is the best to describe the relationship between two terms. 
Each time the searching process visited a node, it immediately calculates the 
semantic distance of that node from the source word. If the term has never been 
visited, the term and the evaluated semantic distance will be recorded. Otherwise, 
TheSys will compare the evaluated semantic distance with the recorded one. If the 
new one is greater than the old one, the search starting from that node will be 
stopped and all the children of the node will be aborted too. In contrast, the 
. I 
process will be continued and the old record will be replaced by the new result too. 
Although the weight evaluation is time consuming, the performance of ranking | 
process is high as many unsuitable search paths are ignored. 
! 
I 
As a search path returned by the term ranking process may consist of several types 
of relationships, several cases in the weight calculation are necessary to be 
considered. In the current system, the following cases are considered : 
1. A single type of relationship type. If there is only a single type of relationship 
type and has the transitive property in a search path, the evaluation on the semantic 
distance simply apply the appropriate weighting scheme formula according to the 
nature of the relationship type. 
2. More than 1 relationship type. The method in calculating the semantic distance 
is a little bit complicated if there are more than one relationship type. The possible 
evaluating methods are presented as follows, the preference can be decided by a 
thesaurus user when they try to define their weighting scheme formula. 
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One of the methods is only to consider the final relationship between the starting 
and ending concepts. It can be found by the induction method which have been 
introduced in Chapter 4. According to this resultant relationship, its nature can be 
examined and then directly apply the appropriate weighting scheme formula to 
calculate their semantic distance. This method can be demonstrated by the 
following example. Figure 5.7 shows all the broader terms of "窗格子"and the 
semantic distance between it and "房屋"is going to be evaluated. The relationship 
and link weight between each pair of concepts is shown in the solid arrow. The 
dotted arrow shows the final relationship between 11 窗格子"and "MS" after 
relationship induction. 
. I 
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Figure 5.7 concept 窗格子 and its broader terms j 
As the relationship type "part-of" is a kind of parent-child relationship type, the 
weighting scheme formula for that type then can be applied in the calculation. 
Supposing that the current weighting scheme formula for parent-child relationship is 
IN-I ^ 
V i 5 W e l S h t ( X i ' X i + l ) , the semantic distance from 1•窗格子11 to “房屋" i s then 
e q u a l t 0 VO.1 + 0.1 + 0.2 + 0.2 + 0.1 二 0.8367 • 
However, only consider the final relationship of two concepts obviously ignored the 
effect of other relationship types along the search path. This may cause a distortion 
on the weight evaluation. An alternative is to consider each of the relationship link 
rather than the final result. The method is to group the relationship links according 
to their nature. In the example above, the relationship links can be divided into two 
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groups, "quasi-synonym" and "part-of" respectively. Then the corresponding 
weighting scheme formula is applied on each group of relationship link. Finally, 
sum the result of each group to get the semantic distance of two concepts. For 
example, assuming that the current weight scheme formula for a "relational type 
/ N - L \ 2 
XWeigh^X^X^^ + OJ 
relationship" Ls v i=i J and the formula for "parent-child type 
relationship" is the same as the previous example. Then the semantic distance will 
b e (0.1 + 0.5)2 + V0.1 + 0.2 + 0.2 + 0.1 = 1J346 
3. User defined relationship type. The choice of the weighting scheme formula in 
the evaluation of semantic distance may depend on the nature of a relationship type. 丨 
j 
As thesaurus users can define any relationship type according to their own 
requirements, TheSys may not know how to calculate the semantic distance of 丨 
concepts across them. Therefore, thesaurus users need to define their own j 
I 
weighting scheme equation for or associate an existing weighting scheme formula to 
their newly defined relationship type. If thesaurus users skip this step, TheSys will 
make use of a default weighting scheme formula for any relationship type without a 
weighting scheme formula associated with it. The current default formula for 
relationship types without any weighting scheme formula associated to it is to sum 
the weight value of that relationship link. 
quasi-synonym — 
H l l l j i j ^ — a n t o n y m 生 ^ 4 ~ a n t o n y m 死 ) 
Figure 5.8 relationship among 仙遊’生 and 死 
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4. Antonym relationship. Antonym is a special relationship. It is neither a weight 
carried nor a symmetrical relationship. To represent two concepts with opposite 
meanings, a negative weight value may be assigned to the relationship link 
connecting to them. For any search path consists of antonym and other 
relationships, the temporary result (apply a unotu operator) is negated when an 
antonym relationship is met in the evaluation of semantic distance. However, for a 
search path consists of pure antonym relationship, the semantic distance of any two 
terms is not possible to tell. For example, suppose that the definition of antonym is 
restricted as discussed in chapter 4 and consider the search path in Figure 5.7. It is 
known that the concepts "死“and "仙遊" is a pair of quasi-synonym, but the their 
semantic distance cannot be calculated as an antonym relationship does not carry 
any weight value. 
5.5 Normalization on Semantic Distance 
Basically, the semantic distance is directly proportional to the number of 
relationship links between two concepts. These numerical values give useful 
information when thesaurus user wants to compare a set of related concepts. 
However, this numerical values may give little idea for a general thesaurus user as 
the semantic distance may vary from 0.0 to a very large value. To give a better 
impression on the comparison of concepts, it seems that the evaluated result can be 
normalized to a fixed range of values so that a general thesaurus user can have a 
better idea on the comparison of concepts. 
There are totally three possible normalization strategies on the semantic distance. 
The proposed methods will be discussed in the following : 
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1. Normalization Constant 
The simplest method to normalize the semantic distances of a group of related 
word is to multiply a suitable constant to scale up or down the evaluated result. 
However, it is not easy to define a good normalization constant for all possible 
cases. If the constant is defined to be too large, the normalized semantic 
constant may be scaled down excessively and introduce great difficulty in 
comparison of concepts. On the other hand, if the constant Ls defined to be too 
small, the difference between the normalized and non-normalized result will be 
too little so that the comparison of concepts is also very difficult. 
2. Longest path equal to 1.0 ‘ 
. ) 
In the assignment of a weight value to a relationship link, the possible range is 丨 
limited from 0.0 to 1.0. The value 0.0 means the two concepts connected by | 
the relationship is very close and l.D means they are very far to each others. 
一 I 
Therefore, the longest path is found in the search result as a reference path. If 
there are more than one search path is equal in length, the one with largest ！ 
semantic distance should be chosen. Then set the semantic distance from the 
starting semanteme to the ending semanteme in that longest path to 1.0. 
Assuming that the semantic distance of the concepts at the two ends of this 
longest path Ls SDlongest, the normalized result can be obtained by dividing the 
other result by l/SDlongest. 
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Figure 5.9 Quasi-synonyms and their semantic distance from concept 觸動 
For example, Figure 5.8(a) shows all the quasi-synonyms of the concept "觸 
動”and the link weight of each pair of concepts. To simplify the discussion, j 
simply sum the link weight across a search path as the semantic distance of the i 
concepts at the two ends in a search path. The evaluated result is shown in I 
Figure 5.6(b). There are two search paths are length of two in the Figure. ： 
However, the semantic distance of concepts " 觸 動 " — " 相 遇 n is 0.4 but the I 
I 
semantic distance of concepts “ 觸 動 " - > ‘丨改變"is 1.2. Therefore, the 丨 
path "觸動11 —“影響"—"改變”is chosen as the reference path and SDlongest 
is now equal to 1.2. 
However, this approach may cause another kind of confusion to thesaurus users. 
First of all, the value 1.0 is generally considered as unrelated between two terms. 
In an extreme case that only one related word is retrieved and the semantic 
distance will be normalized 1.0 according to the above strategy. A wrong 
impression may be given to users that the two concepts is unrelated. 
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3. Mixture of normalization constant and longest path equal to 1.0 - Threshold 
Although the previous two strategies have their potential problems, TheSys 
takes their advantages to form another better normalization method. A 
threshold can be defined to limit the valid range of semantic distance. In the 
normalization, if the semantic distance of any two concepts is greater than the 
threshold, they will be considered as unrelated and their semantic distance is 
then normalized to 1.0. Otherwise, the normalized result is the semantic 
distance of the two concepts divided by the value of the threshold. The details 
can be summarized in table 5.1. This normalization strategy is similar to the 
term ranking by human. 
I 
f Distance(X1，XN) if Distance(X1，XN)� Threshold j 
NrSD�= < \ 丄 IN I 
� ; [ 1 . 0 ifDistaneCXpXN) > Threshold i 
I 
I 
Table 5.1 Normalization of semantic distance using a threshold | 
i 
Basically, the choice of the weighting scheme formula is up to the decision of 
the thesaurus builders. It is because TheSys is mainly as a building tool for any i 
kind of customized application. Therefore it should provide a particular level of j 
flexibility. However, if the thesaurus builder have no idea on establishing their 
own weighting scheme formula, TheSys will make use of its default formulas in 
the evaluation of the semantic distance among concepts. 
Chapter 6 
User Interfaces and API 
There are two interactive user interfaces in TheSys. It allows thesaurus users to 
work with the thesaurus system interactively. The details on the user interfaces . 
* I 
will be discussed in section 6.1. Thesaurus users can also include the thesaurus ！ 
system into their the application. They can access the data in the thesaurus system | 
using the two set of API. As the data structure is transparent to thesaurus users, \ 
“ j 
they only need to find out the suitable functions and the API will finish the task for 
them. Based on the discussion on the previous chapters, the API can be grouped i 
into seven different modules according to their functions. The detail description is 
discussed in section 6.2. I 
； 
6.1 User Interfaces 
The two interactive interfaces for users to work with TheSys are the Maintenance 
module and Thesaurus module. Thesaurus builders can define semantic classes, 
entry terms, relationship types and relationship links in the user interface of the 
maintenance module. General thesaurus users can query the relationship among 
concepts using the thesaurus module interface. 
The user interfaces of TheSys are window-based. They are written in Motif 2.0. 
This is the latest version of motif which can support multiple code sets and 
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internationalization programming. Using the concepts of internationalization 
programming, the user interfaces of TheSys are language independent. In other 
words, thesaurus users can work with TheSys using their native language by setting 
a suitable environment variable "locale" and giving an appropriate resource file. It 
is not necessary to modify or recompile the whole application. 
I I : 
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Figure 6.1 The main window of TheSys 
Figure 6.1 shows the main window of TheSys which is running under the GB locale. 
The option ”辭典查詢"is corresponding to the thesaurus module while the 
option 丨丨辭典管理“is corresponding to the maintenance module. The main 
functions provided by these two modules are shown in Figure 6.2. Figure 6.2(a) 
shows the functions in the thesaurus module and Figure 6.2(b) shows the functions 
in the maintenance module. 
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Figure 6.2(a) Functions are provided in maintenance module 
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Figure 6.2(b) Functions are provided in thesaurus module 
I 
Basically, the functions provided by the two modules are different. The only | 
common functions in the two modules is "Open Thesaurus (開啓詞典)"and "Close ？ 
I 
Thesaurus (關閉詞典 ) " .As TheSys is a multiple thesaurus supporting thesaurus | 
, t system, a user have to activate and close the working thesaurus using these two 
functions no matter which functional module is used. Figure 6,2 shows the result 
when the option "Open Thesaurus" is chosen. A list of existing thesauri are listed ‘ 
I 
and users can choose any one out of them. There are two defined thesauri in the ； 
. - \ 
current thesaurus system in this example. A thesaurus user can also directly type ‘ 
the name of the thesaurus in the text widget. To complete the operation by 
pressing the button "Confirm (確定)丨丨. 
In the maintenance module, thesaurus builders can construct a new thesaurus using 
the function "Create New Thesaurus (建立新詞典)"• Whenever a thesaurus 
builder has chosen this option, he is asked to give a name to the new thesaurus. If 
the given name is not an existing thesaurus name, a new directory containing a set of 
new data files will be created. The information about the new thesaurus will be 
appended to the system file "ThesauriList.sys" too. 
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Figure 6.3 Open an thesaurus 
- I 
To construct the data in the Entry Term Construct, thesaurus builders can use the S 
options "Word Class (詞類)"，"Semanteme (意素)"and "Entry Term (詞語)"in the j 
maintenance module. In each of the above option, thesaurus builders can insert, ! 
f 
delete or modify the corresponding element using the mouse. j 
I • I I 1 
The main window shows the semantic classification tree of a thesaurus when one of 
f 
the above options is selected. In the interface design of Thesys, each of the node f 
representing a class in the main window of Figure 6.1 is a pop up menu. Thesaurus 
builders can see the possible further operations on each of the node by simply 
clicking the right mouse button. 
It should be noted that the classification tree window will be always displayed as it is 
basically an index for a thesaurus user to locate a semanteme or an entry term. 
Therefore, the possible further operation on the class node is depending on how the 
classification tree is popped up. For example, if the tree is opened by the 
option "Word Class"，it allows thesaurus builder to insert, remove as well as modify 
a node in a semantic classification tree but cannot browse any semanteme or entry 
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term under a specific classification. However, if it is opened by the 
option "Semanteme" or "Entry Term", it allows users to browse the corresponding 
sub-classification under a specific classification only. This limitation can help users 
not to get lost when building a thesaurus. 
Similarly, if the option "Semanteme" is chosen, the possible operations on each 
semanteme under a specific classification are shown in Figure 6.4. Thesaurus 
builders are allowed to delete (刪除)a semanteme, move (移動)a semanteme and 
its synonymous members to another semantic class or copy (複製）the whole 
synonymous group from one classification to another classification which has been 
defined in the current or another activated thesaurus. The same semanteme “ 
window can be opened using the option "Entry Term". However, the option in | 
ill 
each of the semanteme node allows a thesaurus builder to browse its corresponding B 
I 
synonyms for further operations. ! 
f 
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Figure 6.4 A semanteme window 
The option "Relationship Type (關系類型)"allows thesaurus builders to create new 
relationship types. Figure 6.5 shows the pop up window when the option is chosen. 
In this window, thesaurus builders are required to insert as many necessary fields as 
possible in order to create a new relationship type successfully. If a thesaurus 
builder would like to enable the feature of symbolic weight assignment, the different 
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weight symbols and the corresponding upper and lower weight limits must be 
defined by thesaurus builder when the relationship type is created. Thesaurus 
builders can define at most 10 weight symbols (See Section 5.1) for each of the 
relationship type. Users can traverse from one weight symbol to another one by 
the buttons "Previous (上一個；T and "Next (下一個)". 
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Figure 6.5 Relationship Type definition interface 
？ 
The option "Relationship Link (詞語關系)"allows users to capture a relationship ！ 
between two entry terms. The user interface requires a thesaurus builder to specify 
a start and an end entry term to be captured, the type of relationship between them 
and their semantic distance. The .last option in the maintenance module 
is "Inference (詞語關系推斷)"which allows users to define some relationship 
inference rules. The interface composed of a text widget, a list widget and some 
buttons. The text widget allows users to type their inference rule. The list widget 
shows the defined rules in a thesaurus as reference. Thesaurus builders can define, 
delete, modify an inference rule or cancel the operation. 
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For the thesaurus module, there are two main functions : "Recursive Entry Query 
(層遞詞語瀏覽)"and "Related Entry Query (相關詞語瀏覽)".This interface is 
intended for general users to use. Therefore, only query related functions are 
provided in this module. Both the function "Recursive Entry Query" and "Related 
Entry Query" allow thesaurus users to get the related words of a given entry term. 
The former one allows users to specify the source concept through the help of 
semantic classification tree. The later one allows users to type the source concept 
using keyboard or other input devices directly. Figure 6.6 shows the interface 
which a thesaurus user can specify the source term. The source word is shown at 
the upper left hand corner. In the middle of the window, there are two option 
menus. Users can specify the relationship of the related words with the source -
. ‘ 
concept to be retrieved and the weighting scheme formula to be used in the term | 
ranking process. Thesaurus users can retrieve all the words which are either 5 
— I' 
directly or indirectly linked to the source without considering the relationship by ^ 
setting the relationship constrain to "Any Relationship (所有才目關詞語）". 
“ I 
Thesaurus users can enter the range of semantic distance to be ranked in the text j 
widget. Any concept with a semantic distance larger than that value will be , 
ignored by the term ranking process. They can either enable or disable the \ 
u 
mechanism of relationship inference by clicking the appropriate radio button at the 一 
bottom of the window. Furthermore, if a thesaurus user type another word in the 
field 終止言司語"，then the thesaurus system will try to find out the relationship 
between the "起始"and 終止"using the relationship induction mechanism. 
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Figure 6.6 Retrieve related words interface 
After the constrains are filled, users can press the "Confirm" button to see the result. I 
Figure 6.7 shows an sample which TheSys returns all the related words of "MB" in ( 
a search. Each of the node in this "related terras window" is another pop up menu “ 
\ 
that a user can have further operations on it. The pop up menu of a node is shown | 
in Figure 6.7 too. It is noted that there are totally five options in the pop up menu. | 
The first one is "Browse Related Terms". User can make another query starting j 
from that node using this option. The procedure to retrieve the related terms is just ‘ 
the same as described above. The second one is "Browse Synonyms". With this ^ 
option, users can browse the synonyms of that node. The third one is "The ‘ 
relationship to the source word". It allows users to query the relationship of any 
node in the related terms window to the source concept. This option is only useful 
when a user tries to retrieve all words which are linked to the source word by setting 
the relationship type constrain to "Any Relationship" as described above. 
The last two options are used in pair. A thesaurus user can query the relationship 
between any two nodes in the related terms window. It is a two steps operations. 
For example, if a thesaurus user wants to know the relationship between the 
terms '’房屋"and M 門扇'•，the first step is to click the right mouse button at the 
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node "房屋"and choose the option "Start Semanteme (起始意素 )" .The second 
step is to click the right mouse button at the node "門扇”and select the option "End 
Semanteme G終止意素）".Then TheSys will try to evaluate the relationship 
between the two terms based on the relationship induction algorithm and calculate 
the semantic distance of them. 
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Figure 6.7 Related Terms Window \ 
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6.2 API 
The API of TheSys is written in C language. Theorically, it can be ported to any 
platform with C compiler. A set of library of the API is compiled for users to link 
it with their applications. In the previous design of TheSys, it can support a single 
thesaurus in the system only. In my version of TheSys, more than one thesauri can 
be defined in the same system. In the old system, only one thesaurus among them 
can be activated at a time. In other words, it is not possible for a thesaurus user to 
work with more than one thesauri in the system simultaneously. Furthermore, as 
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the introduction of the relationship inference mechanism and the change in the term 
ranking mechanism, the original set of API is needed to be redesigned and rewritten. 
The current set of API can now allow a thesaurus user to work with more than one 
thesaurus at a time and makes the system to become more similar to a plug-and-play 
software application. 
The API can be divided into seven major areas according to their functionalities. 
All the routines are declared in "thesys.h". If a user would like to include TheSys 
into their customized application, they have to include this header file in their 
programs. The data structure definition in TheSys can also be found in this header 
file. Here is a brief description on the usage of the API only. A more -i 
. I 
comprehensive description is in Appendix B. As the API on relationship inference / 
are also discussed in Chapter 4，it will not be repeated in here too. ！ 
！ 
6.2.1 Thesaurus Management \\ 
i\ s 
Being a multi-thesauri supporting thesaurus system, thesaurus users are required to ( 
open a thesaurus before they can access the data in that thesaurus. The function 
i) 
for opening an existing thesaurus is OpenThesaurus(). Thesaurus users need to tell 
the thesaurus system the name of thesaurus is going to be opened. This function can 
create a new thesaurus in the thesaurus system by giving a non-existing thesaurus 
name. If the thesaurus is opened successfully, the corresponding thesaurus will be 
locked and further procedure call to open the same thesaurus will be rejected. An 
opened thesaurus must be closed by the function CloseThesaurusQ. Otherwise, 
the data of that thesaurus may be corrupted. Example 6.1 demonstrates how to 
open and close a thesaurus in an customized program. 
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Mnclude "thesysM" 
Thesaurus 尔thesaurus; 
if ((thesaurus = OpenThesaurus(name_of_thesaurus_to_be_opened)) ！= NULL) 
/* open the thesaurus successfully */ 
/* and close the thesaurus after use */ 
CloseThesaurus( thesaurus); 
else 
/* cannot the open thesaurus */ 
I 
Example 6.1 How to open an thesaurus / 
a 
i  i 
6.2.2 Semantic Classifications ！ ！ 
Thesaurus users that wish to insert an entry term into a thesaurus must firstly \ 
\ 
construct the semantic classification tree to eliminate the possible ambiguous in j 
concepts. The function InsertSemanticClass() allows thesaurus users to insert one ‘ 
new semantic class into the semantic classification tree at a time. The function 'i 
8: 
takes the following form : 




The thesaurus parameter specifies the thesaurus which the semantic classification 
tree belongs to. The variables parent and newclass represent the parent node and 
the details of the newly defined class respectively. To simplify the operation in 
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building the semantic classification tree, thesaurus users are required to provide the 
information of the parent node only. As a result, there is an assumption that no 
two semantic classes are with identical naming in a single semantic classification tree. 
To define a top level semantic class (there is no any parent node for that class), the 
argument parent should take a null string or the value NULL. 
To retrieve a semantic classification, thesaurus can use the functions 
ListAUChildrenO and ListAUSibling(). ListAllChildren() returns the users all the 
sub-classifications of a given semantic class. If a null string or the NULL value is 
given, all the top level semantic classifications are returned. ListAllSiblingO 
returns the users all the classifications which are at the same level and having the 
I 
same parent as the given semantic class. j 
I i 5 
s 
6,2.3 Entry Terms j 
t 
InsertEntryTermO is the routine for thesaurus users to define a new entry term in a i 
thesaurus at a time. Entry terms are stored in the data storage "Entry Construct". � 
Synonyms relationship among concepts is modeled here too, The function takes � 
the following form : i 





The meaning of the parameter thesaurus is the same as above. It indicates the 
current thesaurus which the users is working with. This argument exists in nearly 
all the routines defined in TheSys. Therefore, there is no duplicated explanation in 
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the following discussion on this variable again. The variable newterm represents 
the entry term to be defined. Semanteme is the representative of a group of 
synonyms. Thesaurus users are required to tell the system which synonym group 
should this new entry term belongs to. If both the arguments newterm and 
semanteme take the same value, a new synonym group is created and the 
corresponding semanteme is the new entry term itself. 
To query a required entry term from a thesaurus, the routine SearchEntryTerm() can 
be used. The format of this function is as follows : 
WordGroup *SearchEntryTerm(thesaurus, word, class) -i 
I 
Thesaurus 劣thesaurus: J 
it 
char *word: ！ 
, I char 私class: , 
I 
WordGroup is a data structure composed of a word and a class. It is used to � 
represent an entry term. The definition is shown as follows : 
) 
j 
typedef struct { • 
char ^word,私class; 
} WordGroup; 
SearchEntryTerm() returns the required entry term if it is found. Otherwise, the 
special value, NULL, is returned. In this function, thesaurus users are required to 
fill in at least the first two arguments. If the third argument takes a null string or 
the NULL values, TheSys will retrieve all the entry terms having the word 
description the same as the argument word under any semantic classification. As 
the return value of this function is in the form of a link list, thesaurus users are 
required to release the memory allocated by this function by calling the API 
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FreeWordGroup(). Another entry term related routine provided by TheSys is 
SearchSynonyms(), This routine takes a word and its corresponding class as the 
input argument and returns all its synonyms to thesaurus users. The return value is 
in the form of WordGroup and the first element is the semanteme of that synonym 
group. 
6.2.4 Semantemes 
Theoretically, the choice of a semanteme is arbitrary. However，the semanteme in 
TheSys is the first entry term definition of a synonym group. It is because a user 
cannot define an entry term as a semanteme before its existence. Therefore, 
TheSys needs to provide the thesaurus users some strategies to redefine a late I 
coming entry term as a semanteme. The function Chang eldentifier() allows f 
5 
thesaurus users to choose another entry term in a synonym group as a new | 
semanteme of that group. The routine takes the following form : I 
f 
I \ 
int ChanQpldp.ntifieHthesaurus, old semanteme, new semanteme, class) | 
Thesaurus ^thesaurus: ‘ 
) 
char 务old semanteme: ’ 
char %new semanteme: 
char 务class: 
The parameters old semanteme and�new semanteme mean that the original 
semanteme (old semanteme) is replaced by another enter term (new semanteme) in 
the same synonym group. As the replacement is taken place in a single synonym 
group only, the semantic classification, class, for the terms old semanteme and 
new semanteme is the same. 
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If thesaurus users want to move an entry term from a synonym group to another one, 
they may use the function ReLinkEntryTerm(). The arguments src word, 
src class represent the entry term is going to be moved. The target of the 
movement is indicated by any entry term in the destination synonym group. The 
function ReLinkEntryTerm() takes the following form : 
int RpJjnk.EntryTerm(thesaurus, src word, src class, dst word, dst class) 
Thesaurus 私thesaurus: 
char *src word. *src class: 
char 务dst word,务dst class: 
I 
There is one restriction in using this function. The moving object must not be the [ 
semanteme in the original synonym group. It is because once that object is moved, ( 
there is no semanteme defined in its original synonym group. Therefore, if 
！ 
thesaurus users want to link a semanteme from one group of synonym to the others, t 
they have to change the semanteme using the function Chang eldentifier() before ( 
calling this function. 
) 
6.2.5 Relationship Types and Relationship Links ‘ 
One of the characteristic in TheSys is that thesaurus users can define their own 
relationship types. Before any relationships among concepts can be captured, 
thesaurus users must firstly define the relationship type that they want to capture. 
The information of a relationship type is stored in the data structure 
RelationTypeRecord. The structure is declared as follows : 







SymbolDescription * linkweight; 
} RelationTypeRecord; 
The field relationname is the nature description of a relationship type. The values 
of the direction and weightscheme fields are integer values that specify the traverse n 
. 2 
type and weight carrying type of that relationship. The direction field can be either j 
the value SINGLE or DOUBLE. The weightscheme field can be either the value { 
NOWEIGHT or WEIGHT. All of these values are defined in the header 
1 
file "thesys.h". For a weight carrying relationship type, it is necessary to define the , 
upper link weight and bottom link weight. As described in Chapter 5.1，TheSys , 
allows thesaurus users to specify a link weight symbolically. If thesaurus users 
wants to enable this feature, they can define the details about each symbol in the ) 
argument linkweight. SymbolD es cription is a structure including three fields : a [ 
symbolic name as well as the corresponding upper and lower weight values. 
BuildRelationFrame() is the function for creating a new relationship type. This 
function takes the following form : 
int. BuildRdatinnFramefthesaurus, new type) 
Thesaurus 私thesaurus: 
Rp.lationTypeRecord new type: 
— ^ 
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The details about the argument new type has been discussed above. For a user 
wants to define a new relationship type using this API, they have to define a 
RelationTypeRecord type variable, fill in the fields defined in the record and then 
pass it into the function. For a relationship type does not carry weight, only the 
fields relationname, direction and weightscheme are necessary to be Med. The 
fields upperlinkweight and bottomlinkweight are necessary to be filled if the 
relationship type is weight carried only. 
The routine for capturing a relationship between two semantemes is 
AddRelationLink(). However, synonymous relationship among concepts is not 
created by this function as it is captured automatically when an entry term is inserted n 
I 
into a thesaurus. The function AddRelationLink() takes the following form : j 
int. A ddRelati(mLink(thesaurus, linkrecord) 
j 
Thesaurus 宋thesaurus: f 
LinkRecord Hinkrecord: � 
I 
LinkRecord stores the information of the two semantemes and their type of ) 
relationship to be captured. The structure LinkRecord is defined as follows : [ 
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The fields StartSemanteme and EndSemanteme are the data to specify the 
relationship of which two concepts will be captured. Both are the type of 
SemantemeNode, SemantemeNode is another structure which composed of two 
fields, word and class, which are the information needed to identify an entry term. 
The field relationname is the relationship between the StartS emanteme and 
EndSemanteme. As described before, TheSys allows users to define a link weight 
using a symbolic name defined with the relationship type. If the field 
weight一symbol is filled with a valid symbolic name, the content in the field weight 
will be checked. If the value of weight is not fall into the range of the specified 
symbolic name, the mid value of that symbolic name will be taken as the link weight. 
If the field weight_symbol is a invalid symbolic name or left empty, the value in n 
I 
weight will be taken if it falls into the range of the upper and lower limit of that ( 
relationship type. However, if both the fields weight一symbol and weight are not j 
valid, the insertion process will be terminated. 
, 
6.2.6 Weighting Schemes 
Another characteristic in TheSys is that thesaurus users can build their weighting 
I 
scheme formula according to their requirements. Thesaurus users can write their 丨 
weighting scheme formula function and add it to TheSys. After the recompilation 
of the customized formula with TheSys or their application, then the new formula 
can be used to calculate the semantic distance among concepts. When thesaurus 
users want to write their own formula function, they need to follow a specific style 
so that TheSys can recognized it. The style is specified as follows : 
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It is a pointer to a function with three input parameters. When the semantic 
distance between two concepts is going to be evaluated, the information of the path 
connecting these two concepts will be returned by the term ranking process in 
TheSys. The information includes the length, the relationship type and weight of 
each relationship link along the search path. Such information will be passed into 
the evaluating formula function. 
It is necessary to register the weighting scheme formula before it can be used. 
Otherwise, TheSys will not recognize the formula. To register a weighting scheme 
formula, the function AddTheSysWeightScheme() should be called. This function 
takes the following format: -] 
. ] 
1 \ 
A ddTh.p.SysWp.ightScheme(thesaurus, formula) | 
Thesaurus 私thesaurus: 
i 
float formula) f 
| 
| 
The argument formula is the function name of the weight scheme formula. The 
argument thesaurus may be either the name of any existing thesaurus in the i 
thesaurus system or a null string. It is because the formula can be defined for a \ 
specific thesaurus or the whole thesaurus system. Example 6.2 shows how to use 
the above functions to define a customized weighting formula : 
/* definition of user define weighting formula */ 




• • ‘ 
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{ 
/* implementation of the weighting formula */ 





/* if the users want to add a formula to a specific thesaurus, 
that thesaurus have to be firstly opened for use 氺/ ， 
i 
if ((thesaurus = OpenThesaurus("sample_thesaurus ")) NULL) ( 
{ I 
/* to make the formula valid in the whole thesaurus system */ 
AddTheSysWeightScheme("", exampleJormula); f 
/* add a formula to a specific thesaurus, , 
！ 
"sample一thesaurus" here */ 





Example 6.2 Example about the function AddTheSysWeightScheme() 
Actually, TheSys keeps a lookup table for the registered weighting scheme formulas. 
It records the function name of the weighting scheme formulas and its scope. 
Whenever thesaurus users want to call a list of formulas available for semantic 
distance evaluation, TheSys will retrieve the available formulas within its scope 
definition from the lookup table. 
Chapter 7 
Conclusion 
Thesaurus plays a very important role in intelligent and comprehensive information 
processing nowadays. There are two main features in TheSys. The first one is -
that TheSys allows users to define arbitrary relationship types that can be used to ； 
capture the relationships among words and concepts. The other one is the API ! 
design in TheSys makes the system become more comprehensive and portable to 
I 
different applications and working platforms. ， 
I 
In this thesis, two major studies have been presented. The first one is the 
evaluations on the relationship inference. For the relationship inference, a model is t 
built to capture the relationships between two indirectly linked concepts for the [ 
evaluations. The introduction of relationship inference allows users to represent 
some indirectly connected concepts in an implicit way and improve the original term 
ranking process to capture more related, terms. To allow users to make use of this 
model more easily, a set of grammar rules are designed. A set of inference rules 
based on the seven kinds of built-in relationship types has been embedded as default 
rules in TheSys. 
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The second study in this thesis is the study on weighting schemes. From the 
experiment on weighting schemes, it is found that the old weighting scheme was not 
suitable for application to all types of relationships in the evaluation of semantic 
distance. It is because different relationship types have different natures. From 
the study of relationship types, it is believed that all relationship types can be divided 
into two classes according to their natures. They are the 'relational' and the 
'parent-and-child' types. Different weighting scheme formulas should be applied on 
these two types of relationships. 
Furthermore, as two concepts may be connected by a mixture of these two kinds of 
relationship links, a mixture of weighting scheme formulas is more appropriate for ； 
evaluating the semantic distance between two concepts. Moreover, the values of ！ 
the semantic distances calculated by the old weighting scheme range from 0.0 to ！ 
1 ！ 
infinity. For general users, it is very hard for them to imagine the closeness among 
I 
concepts with such a numeric value. The new version of TheSys tries to t 
normalize the result into a limited range of values from 0.0 to 1.0. For the default 
weightings schemes, formula B and D in section 5.2 are chosen for the，relational， 
and the，parent-and-child，relationship respectively. It should be noted that one of i 
the feature of TheSys is that these default values can be always changed by : 
thesaurus users to suit their requirements. 
As a result of the studies carried out, the weighting scheme part is successfully 
separated from the thesaurus system to form an independent module. Thesaurus 
users can now define their weighting scheme according to some guidelines. The 
purpose of the evaluation on different weighting schemes is to try to find out a 
suitable scheme when there are more than one relationship type across a search path 
in the semantic distance calculation. The suggestion made in this thesis is to 
calculate the semantic distance based on the nature of the relationship types involved 
in the search path. 
— — — _ _ — ： — 』 
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The preliminary design and implementation does not make TheSys a truly 
comprehensive thesaurus system. The redesigned API allows TheSys to truly 
support multiple thesauri. Now, all the entry terms in the reference “同義言司I司林 
are inserted into the thesaurus system for references. Total number of entry terms 
in this reference are about 70000. Among them, small set of relationships such as 
synonym, quasi-synonym, antonym, composed-of, part-of are captured for 
evaluation purpose. Another legal terms dictionary with mixed Chinese and 
English entry terms are under the construction too. This dictionary has more entry 
terms than that of M 同義詞詞林Relat ionships "quasi-synonym" and ”antonym” 
are built. This dictionary will be taken as the performance evaluation of the 
thesaurus system to a large size thesaurus and mixed language data representation of [ 
TheSys. 
I 
I-,.. I.,,— , - - . 1 - • • • • _ • . ^ 
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As a product, TheSys is provided as a package of files. Similar to other software 
package, the source code and system files in TheSys are organized systematically. 
Installation guide is provided for general thesaurus users to follow for their convince 
in the installation. In this appendix, the files and system organization of TheSys are 
described. After reading this chapter, thesaurus users should know the usage of 
each file in TheSys, the installation method and how to use TheSys with customized 
applications. 
A.l File Organization of TheSys 
The files in TheSys can be divided into two categories. One is the files come along 
with TheSys. The other one is that the files are automatically created by TheSys 
when thesaurus users interact with it. Figure A. 1 shows the organization of files in 
TheSys. 
In the installation package of TheSys, there are four sub-directories under the main 
directory THESYS. They are the API program source code, API header files, API 
library files and user interfaces program source code of TheSys The file list in each 
directory and some brief description on each file are presented in the following 
sections. 
— * 
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Files Organization of T h e S y s 
~ W o r k i n g API Source D a t a Files Data 
_ F i l e s _ 1 _ _ C o d e _ 丨丨 ~ Directory 
• 
API Header ""“Z! . . . ~ ^ " � • ？ 如 卿 ThesauriList.sys I Files I • ' I 
~ ~ • API Libraries > The001 • Data Files 
Working ——一 
Directory 6 _ 
TheSysUI ‘ TheXXX • Data Files 
Source Code 
Figure A.1 The Organization of Files in TheSys 
A.l.l API Source Codes (THESYS/API) 
Program source code is the actual implementation of the system functions. The 
directory of API consists of the following source code files : 
entry.c functions on constructing and querying the entry term construct. 
formula, c the default weighting scheme formulas defined in TheSys. 
inference, c functions related to relationship inference. 
parser.c a simple parser to validate the user define relationship inference 
rules. 
relation, c functions on constructing and querying the thesaurus frame 
semclass.c functions on constructing and retrieving the semantic 
classifications in a semantic classification tree. 
termrank. c term ranking related functions. 
There are two files which are related to basic files and database management: 
filemanx it contains the most lower level functions in the system. The 
functions are related to file construction and organization in 
TheSys. 
table, c the functions in this file are mainly manipulate the records in the 
data files of the system. 
n —_•• •丨•••••••hum...in.,,,. ^ 
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A.1.2 Header Files (THESYS/include) 
Thesaurus users can find all the constants definition, data structure definitions and 
function prototypes in the header files of the thesaurus system. These files are put 
in the directory include. The file list and the brief explanation on the usage of each 
file are as follows : 
entry.h it includes the data structure definitions and function prototypes 
of the program file entry, c. 
fileman.h it includes the data structure definitions and function prototypes 
of the program file fileman.c. 
inference.h it includes the data structure definitions and function prototypes 
of the program file inference, c. 
motif.h it includes most of the commonly used motif widget header files. 
These files allow customized application builders to build a X-
window based application with TheSys more easily. 
parser.h it includes the data structure definitions and function prototypes 
used in the program file parser, c. 
relation.h it includes the data structure definitions and function prototypes 
used in the program file relation, c 
semclass.h it includes the data structure definitions and function prototypes 
of the program file semclass.c, 
table.h it includes the data structure definitions and function prototypes 
of the program file table, c. 
termranth it includes the data structure definitions and function prototypes 
of the program file termrankx. 
Basically, users are necessary to include all the above header files if they want to 
embed TheSys into their applications. However, to convince the system 
developers, all the above header files and commonly use C header files are included 
a single header file called thesys.h. Therefore, users can simply include this header 
file in their program. 
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A.1.3 Interface Source Codes and Library 
(THESYS/UI and THESYS/Iib) 
When the program files in the directory API are compiled, a library file 
HbTHESYS.a will be generated into the directory THESYS/lib. The library file is 
for the customized application to compile with. It can be considered as an object 
code which is generated from the source program of TheSys. Therefore, the 
general thesaurus users are not required to worry about how to compile the source 
code of API and they only need to include the path of that library file so the compiler 
will automatically link the library file with their application programs. 
The source codes of the user interfaces provided by TheSys are put in the directory 
THESYS/UI. However, the explanation of the files and header files will not be 
discussed here. It is because thesaurus users are basically not necessary to 
understand how the user interfaces are developed and also not expect to make any 
change on these files. In this section, only the compilation method is discussed. 
A.1.4 System Generated Files 
Besides the group of files come along with the package of TheSys, the other group 
of files are generated by the thesaurus system automatically when a thesaurus user 
interacts with it. These files includes all data files and system read files. The most 
important one of system files is ThesauriListsys. This is a file that records all the 
thesauri maintained in the system. It is usually located with the same directory that 
the thesauri data directories are stored. It is automatically created when the first 
thesaurus is created in the system using the function OpenThesaurusQ. 
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As TheSys is a multiple supporting thesaurus system, each of the defined thesaurus 
must have a set of separated data files and cannot be mixed up. After the function 
OpenTheasurusQ is called, a new thesaurus is created. At the same time, a new 
directory starting with the string "THE" (such as THE001, THE002,…etc.) is 
created at the location of the system read file ThesauriList.sys. The directory 
THE001 is the location to store all the data files belong to the newly created 
thesaurus. As the name of thesaurus in the function OpenThesaurusQ is given by 
thesaurus users and can be any arbitrary string, TheSys will not use this string as the 
name of the directory name in the file system because of the portability problem. 
Instead, a lookup table is kept by TheSys. There is a mapping from a name of 
thesaurus to the corresponding location in the file system in this file. 
ThesauriList.sys is this lookup table in the thesaurus system. 
A.2 Setup TheSys with its User Interfaces 
The setting of TheSys with its user interfaces is simply. In the directories API and 
UI, there are two makefiles. With the help of these makefiles, the steps to setup 
the system become very easy. Thesaurus users are simply required to go into these 
two directories and issue the command "make". In the compilation, the locations of 
the Motif and C libraries as well as the header files have to be known. However, 
the setup of the compilation perform may vary from place to place and the location 
of these files maybe in different paths. Therefore, thesaurus users may be required 
to make a little change to the makefile. The default location of the header and 
libraries in the makefile are shown as follows : 
CFLAGS 二 - 1 / u s r / m o t i f l . 2 / i n c l u d e - I / u s r / X l l R 6 / i n c l u d e 
XLIBPATHS = - L / u s r / m o t i f 1 . 2 / l i b - L / u s r / X l l R 6 / l i b 
XLIB = - lMrm - lXm - l X t - l X e x t -1X11 - l s o c k e t - l n s l - l g e n 
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CFLAGS is the macro of locations of the C and Motif header files. XLIBPATHS is 
the macro of the locations of the C and Motif libraries. XLIB is the macro of the 
flags must be included in the compilation of the program. Users may need to 
change the content of the above three lines according to the setup of their 
compilation platform or the suggestion from their system administrators. However, 
the default should be applicable to most of the UNIX based system. 
Furthermore, thesaurus users are necessary to make sure that if the environment 
variable APPLRESDIR is correctly set. If thesaurus users want to work with the 
system under localized environment, the LANG variable should be correctly set too. 
The setting of these variable are related to Motif and Internationalization ‘ 
programming and its details will not be discussed here. 
A.3 Setup TheSys with Customized Applications 
When other applications want to employ TheSys as a building block, they may 
follow the below procedures : 
1 Make sure that the library file libTHESYS.a is compiled and stored in an 
user accessible directory. If the file is not found, system builder can go into 
the THESYS/api directory to compile one. System builder can also copy 
the corresponding files into their working directory but it is not 
recommended. 
2 Make sure that all the header files of TheSys is accessible by the system 
builder. 
3 In the makefile of the customized application, system builder have to include 
the paths of the header files and library of TheSys. For example, assuming 
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that TheSys is installed in the directory "/usr/local/THESYS/*'. Then the 
location of the header files and library of TheSys should be located in 
7usr/local/THESYS/include" and 7usr/local/THESYS/libM. Therefore, 
users are only required to add these two paths into their makefile. A simple 
example is shown as follows : 
CFLAG = - I / u s r / l o c a l / T H E S Y S / i n c l u d e # o t h e r h e a d e r f i l e s 
LIBPATHS = - I / u s r / l o c a l / T H E S Y S / l i b # o t h e r l i b r a r i e s 
LIB = -1THESYS # o t h e r f l a g n e c e s s a r y f o r c o m p i l a t i o n 
Appendix B 
API Description 
This chapter is a fully description of the data structure and API in TheSys. For the 
convince of thesaurus users, the related API will be grouped together for 
explanation. The corresponding data structure will be also listed at the beginning 
of each group. Therefore, thesaurus users can easily get the information about the 
functions they need according to its functionality. 
To represent the different meaning of the terms used during the explanation clearly, 
the following conventions are used in the API description : 
Italic is used for : 
• Example of source code. 
參 Variables, data structures and fields, functions, symbols and anything related to 
programming. 
Underlined italic is used for : 
拳 Arguments to functions, since they could be typed in code as shown but are 
arbitrary names that could be changed. 
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T y p e w r i t e r F o n t is used for : 
• Path names, file names, program names, user command names, options for user 
commands, and variable expressions in syntax sections. 
• New terms where they are defined. 
The description of API is in a manual page format. The format is shown as 
follows : 
NAME 
This gives out the name of the interface function described following. 
SYNOPSIS 
This section describes the appropriate syntax for using the interface.. 
DESCRIPTION 
This section describe the behavior of the interface. 
PARAMETER 
This section describes function arguments. 
RETURN 
This lists the values returned by function interfaces. 
SEE ALSO 
This lists the related function interfaces. 
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#define SEMANTEME_TBL " semanteme.tbl" 
#define SEMANTEME一IDX " semanteme.idx" 
#define SYNONYM一TBL " synonym, tbl" 
#define SYNONYM 一 I D X *'synonym, idx" 
#defineCLASS 一 T B L "class.tbl" 
#defineCLASS_IDX "classidx" 
#define SEMCLASS 一 T B L "semclass.tbr 
#defineRELATIONTYPE ”relationtype.tbln 
#defineRELATIONLINK "relationlink.tbl” 
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B.l Thesaurus Management 
One of the features of the Thesaurus Management API is to allow users to create a 
new thesaurus in the thesaurus system. As TheSys is a multiple thesauri supporting 
system, thesaurus users can basically work with more than one thesauri 
simultaneously. Therefore, TheSys is necessary to know which thesaurus a user is 
working with. The first argument in most the API of TheSys is thesaurus which 
needs thesaurus users to fill in the information about the thesaurus that they want to 
operate on. Thesaurus Management functions allow users to get information about 
the existing thesauri and their corresponding locations in the current thesaurus 
system. The definitions of the data structures in this section are listed as follows : 
typedef char Thesaurus; 





struct TL *next; 
} ThesaurusList; 
Thesaurus is an alias of the char data type in C. It is used to store the location of a 
activated thesaurus which is opened by OpenThesaurusQ. Structure ThesaurusList 
is used with the function ListThesaurusQ. Therefore, the details of the structure 
ThesaurusList will be discussed with the explanation of that function. 






Thesaurus users are required to tell the TheSys the name of thesaurus is going to 
be opened. OpenThesaurusQ is afforded for thesaurus users to name a new 
thesaurus to be built or to indicate system to operate on an existing thesaurus. 
This function can create a new thesaurus in the thesaurus system by giving a 
non-existing thesaurus name. If the thesaurus is opened successfully, the 
corresponding thesaurus will be locked and farther procedure call to open the 
same thesaurus will be rejected. 
PARAMETER 
name the name of the thesaurus to be built or operated. It is a literal 
string given by a thesaurus builder to identify a thesaurus when a new 
thesaurus is built. 
RETURN 
Success the location of the thesaurus is specified in the argument name. 
Thesaurus users does not need to know its content but it must be 
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CloseThesaurus() 
SYNOPSIS 
int Clo Sie,Thesmrus(thesaurus) 
Thesaurus 本thesaurus: 
DESCRIPTION 
An activated thesaurus must be closed after used. CloseThesaurusQ is used to 
close an activating thesaurus. It is commonly called when thesaurus users want 
to quit the whole operation on TheSys or the process on that thesaurus is 
finished. Basically, two consequent opening operations on the same thesaurus 
is not allowed. Therefore, an activated thesaurus should be closed whenever it 
is no longer necessary in the operation. 
PARAMETER 
thesaurus it is the location of the thesaurus being specified in the argument, 
name, of the function OpenThesaurusQ. 
RETURN 
Success integer 1 
Fail integer 0 
SEE ALSO 
OpenThesaurusQ, ListThesaurusQ 





Thesaurus users are required to open an thesaurus before use. The only 
argument, name, in the function OpenThesaurusQ is an identifier of a 
thesaurus given by the builder of that thesaurus. Therefore, if a general user 
wants to know the thesauri are defined in the thesaurus system, the function 
ListThesaurusO may help. ListThesaurusQ can help users get to know what 
thesauri had been built in the current TheSys system. It will return a list of 
thesauri which has been defined in the thesaurus system. 
RETURN 
Success a list of existing thesauri in the current thesaurus system. It is 
actually a link list of the structure ThesauriList. There are three 
fields in that structure : thesaurusname is the actual name of a 
thesaurus builder gives to thesaurus, pathname is the corresponding 
location and flag is its status, either ACTIVE or CLOSE. As this 
return value is in the form of link list, it is recommended to free the 
memory allocated by the return value using the function 
FreeThesaurusList() after use. 
Fail NULL 
SEE ALSO 
OpenThesaurusO, CloseThesaurus(), FreeTheasurusList() 






FreeThesaurusList() frees the memory being allocated by the functions and 
ListThesaurusO. To prevent the system from running out of memory, this 
function should be called whenever the return value from ListThesaurusO 
becomes useless. It should be noted that once the thesauri list is freed, the list 
must not be referenced again. 
PARAMETER 




There is no any return value by this function. , 
SEE ALSO 
ListThesaurusO 
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B.2 Semantic Classification 
This group of API allows thesaurus users to construct, remove, modify and retrieve 
information about a semantic classification tree. It is well know that a word may 
consists of more than one meaning. Therefore, ambiguous may be introduced if the 
exact meaning of a word is not told. To eliminate the unnecessary ambiguity, 
TheSys make use of a data structure called semantic classification tree to classify the 
ambiguous words according to their semantic meaning. Thesaurus users that wish 
to create an entry term in a thesaurus must firstly construct the semantic 
classification tree to eliminate the possible ambiguous in concepts. The data 
structure used in building semantic classification tree are as follows. The meaning 
of each field will be explain with the function which will make use of them. 
typedef char 务SemanticClassNode; 
typedef struct semclasslist 
SemanticClassNode semclass; 
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InsertSemClass() 
SYNOPSIS 





InsertSemanticClassO inserts a new semantic class node into a semantic 
classification tree of a thesaurus which is specified by the first argument 
thesaurus. The number of classes and the depth of the tree can be defined is 
not limited by the system. The only restriction is that no two semantic 
classifications can have the same name in a semantic classification tree. 
PARAMETER 
thesaurus the specific thesaurus containing the semantic classification tree. ： 
parent It indicates the parent of the newly inserted node. To create a top 
level classification, the value NULL should be assigned to this 
argument. 
node It specifies the name of the new semantic class to be added. 
RETURN 
Success integer 1 
Fail integer 0 
SEE ALSO 
DeleteSemClass(), SearchSemClassTbl() 
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DeleteSemClass() 
SYNOPSIS 




DeleteSemClassO is afforded to delete a semantic classification node from the 
semantic classification tree in the thesaurus which is specified by the first 
argument thesaurus. Since duplicate semantic class is not allowed in building a 
semantic classification tree，only the name of the semantic class is enough to I 
unique identify a node. If wordclass is not a terminal node, all the sub-classes 
will be removed automatically. Once a class is deleted, all the entry term under 
that class will be removed automatically too. 
PARAMETER 
thesaurus the specific thesaurus containing a semantic classification tree. 
wordclass It specifies the semantic class to be deleted from a semantic 
classification tree of the specific thesaurus 
RETURN 
Success integer 1 
Fail integer 0 
SEE ALSO 
InsertSemanticClass(), ListMChildren(), ListAHSiblingO 
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ModifySemClass() 
SYNOPSIS 





ModifySemClassO is afforded to modify a semantic classification node from the 
semantic classification tree in the thesaurus which is specified by the first 
argument thesaurus. This function allow a user to rename the classification 
only. The modification will not affect the location of the node in the semantic I 
classification tree. To move a node from one branch to another branch, a user 
have to call the functions DelSemClass() and InsertSemClass() consequently. ; 
PARAMETER 
thesaurus the specific thesaurus containing a semantic classification tree. 
wordclass It specifies the word class to be deleted from a semantic classification 
tree of the specific thesaurus. 
RETURN 
Success integer 1 
Fail integer 0 
SEE ALSO 
DeleteSemClass(), ListAUChildren(), ListAUSiblingO 
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SearchSemClassTbl() 
SYNOPSIS 





SearchSemClassTblQ searches a given semantic classification from a semantic 
classification tree in a specific thesaurus. On success, the information about the 
semantic class, including its parent, sibling and the first child, will be put into the 
third argument of this function. 
PARAMETER 
thesaurus the specific thesaurus containing a semantic classification tree. 
wordclass It specifies the semantic class which the thesaurus user wants to 
search. 
record it is a variable with the type SemClassTable. On success, it contains 
the information of the given semantic class. The information 
includes the parent, sibling and the first child of the given semantic 
class. 
RETURN 
Success integer 1 
Fail integer 0 
SEE ALSO 
ListAUChildrenO, ListAllSiblingO 
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ListAIlChildren() 
SYNOPSIS 




ListAUChildrenO helps users get to know all the sub-classifications of a semantic 
class in the semantic classification tree of a specific thesaurus. It returns a 
pointer to a table which stores all the children of the given semantic class. The 
organization of the table is that the first element is the parent node and the rest 
are its children. To list all the top level classifications in the semantic 
classification tree, 2lNJJLL value should be assigned to the argument 
PARAMETER 
thesaurus the specific thesaurus containing a semantic classification tree. 
parent It specifies a class in the semantic classification tree of the specific 
thesaurus. To list all top level classes, NULL should be assigned 
here. 
RETURN 
Success a list of sub-classes of the argument parent. The first element in the 
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ListAllSiblingO 
SYNOPSIS 




ListAllSiblingO helps users get to know all the siblings of a semantic class in the 
semantic classification tree of a specific thesaurus. It returns a pointer to a 
table which stores all the siblings of the given semantic class. If there is no any 
child in a semantic class, NULL is returned. 
PARAMETER 
thesaurus the specific thesaurus containing a semantic classification tree. 
wordclass It specifies any semantic class in a semantic classification tree of a 
specific thesaurus. 
RETURN 
Success returns a list of semantic classifications which are at the same level 
and parent node in the semantic classification tree. The first 
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IsLeafSemClass() 
SYNOPSIS 




In a specific thesaurus in TheSys, IsLeafSemClass() allows users to check if a 
given semantic class is a leaf node in the semantic classification tree. It is useful 
when it is necessary to make sure if a classification is a terminal one. For 
example, each entry term should be assigned to a leaf node of a semantic 
classification tree, users can make use of IsLeafSemClassQ to check if the 
assignment of semantic class to a word is valid before adding a new entry term 
into a thesaurus. It is because TheSys simply cannot determine the exact 
classification of an new entry term if the input argument class in the function 
InsertEntryTermO is not a terminal class. This function is useful in building an 
application under TheSys. 
PARAMETER 
thesaurus the specific thesaurus containing a semantic classification tree. 
wordclass It specifies any semantic class in a semantic classification tree of a 
specific thesaurus 
RETURN 
terminal class integer 1 
non-terminal class integer 0 




SemanticClassNode 本 classlist: 
DESCRIPTION 
FreeSemClassList() frees the memory allocated by the function which the return 
value is a structure of SemanticClassNode. These kind of functions include 
ListAllChildren() and ListAUSibling(). 
PARAMETER 
classlist a pointer to a list of SemanticClassNode 
RETURN 
no return value 
SEE ALSO 
ListAUChildren(), ListAllSiblingO 
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B.3 Entry Terms 
This group of API allows to manipulate with the entry terms in TheSys. Thesaurus 
users can define, remove as well as retrieve an entry term or a group of synonyms 
using the API provided in this section. The function for a user to define a new 
entry term is InsertEntryTermQ. This function captures the synonym relationship 
among entry term during the insertion. DeleteEntryTermO allows users to delete a 
non-semanteme entryt term. To search for one or a group of entry terms, the 
functions SearchEntryTerm()} SearchSynonymsQ can be used. The only data 
structure that a general thesaurus user needs to know in using this group of API is 
WordGroup. The structure of WordGroup is defined as follows : 




struct WG ^next; 
} WordGroup; 
The meaning of the fields word and wordclass has already been described by their 
name itself. For a function, such as SearchSynonymsO，which may return more 
than one entry term, the return value will be in the form of a link list. The field next 
in the structure is the pointer for an entry term to point to another entry term. For 
the last element in a list of entry terms, this field will be filled with the special value 
NULL. 
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InsertEntryTermO 
SYNOPSIS 






InsertEntryTermO is the routine for thesaurus users to define a new entry term in 
a thesaurus at a time. The four arguments in this function must be filled with 
values. Entry terms are stored in the data storage Entry Term Construct，. As 
synonyms relationship among concepts is modeled with the call of this procedure, 
thesaurus users are required to specified the synonym group which the new 
defined entry term will have the same semantic meaning as the entry terms in that 
group. 
To specify a group of synonyms, users only need to specify the semanteme. To 
create a new synonym group with the new entry term as the semanteme，the 
values in the arguments newterm and semanteme should have the same value. 
It should be noted that the semantic classification of the argument newterm must 
be identical to that of semanteme. This classification can be any node in the 
semantic classification tree and users must supply value to this argument. 
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PARAMETER 
thesaurus It indicates the thesaurus which the new entry term should be 
inserted into it. 
newterm It indicates the newly define entry term. Thesaurus users must 
fill this argument with the word they are going to insert into a 
thesaurus. 
semanteme semanteme is the representative of a group of synonyms. As 
synonym relationship among entry term will be captured in this 
function, thesaurus users must fill this argument too. If 
thesaurus users want to create a new synonym group, they can fill 
the value of this argument with the content in the second 
argument newterm in this function. 
class It is a variable in the type of SemanticClassNode. It is the 
semantic classification of the new entry term and the semanteme. 
It should be noted that both the semantic classifications of 
newterm and semanteme must be the same. The semantic 
classification being specified in class must be a terminated 
semantic classification. Otherwise, it maybe not possible for 
TheSys to know the exact classification of the new terms. 
RETURN 
Success integer 1 
Fail integer 0 
SEE ALSO 
Changeldentifier()，ReLinkEntryTerm() 
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DeleteEntryTerm() 
SYNOPSIS 





DeleteEntryTerm() deletes the entry term which is specified by word and 
wordclass. It can be used to delete a group of entry terms with the same word 
description but different classifications too. However, semanteme deletion is 
prohibited. If users want to delete a semanteme, they must assign another 
semanteme to that group of synonym using the function Changeldentifier(). 
PARAMETER 
thesaurus It indicates a thesaurus in the thesaurus system which the given entry 
term should be deleted from. 
word It stores the word to be deleted from the thesaurus. 
wordclass the semantic classification of the entry terms should be deleted. If 
users want to delete all the occurance of that word in different 
classees, a NULL value may be assigned to this argument. 
RETURN 
Success a pointer to a list of WordGroup is returned. 
Fail NULL is returned. 
SEE ALSO 
SearchEntryTerm(), FreeWordGroupO 
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SearchEntryTerm() 
SYNOPSIS 





SearchEntryTerm() searches for entry terms which have the same word 
description as the one being specified in the argument word and under the 
semantic classification wordclass. The arguments thesaurus and word must be 
filled with values by thesaurus users. The argument wordclass is optional. If 
wordclass is left empty, all the entries of the word in the specified thesaurus will 
be returned. 
PARAMETER 
thesaurus the specific thesaurus which users want to search a word from. 
word the word that a thesaurus user is going to search. 
wordclass It indicates what class of the semantic classification of the argument 
word. A non-terminal classification may be assigned. TheSys will 
search all entry terms which are classified under wordclass for the 
user. The value NULL may be assigned. If NULL is assigned, it 
means that all the entry terms with the same word description as 
word should be returned. 
RETURN 




SearchSemantemesO, SearchSynonyms(), FreeWordGroupO 
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SearchSynonyms() 
SYNOPSIS 





SearchSynonymsO retrieves all the synonyms of the given entry term. Both the 
arguments word and wordclass must be assigned with values. 
PARAMETER 
thesaurus it indicates a thesaurus in the current TheSys system. 
word it is the search key. All synonyms of this argument will be retrieved. 
wordclass It indicates the semantic classification of the synonym group. It 
must be one of the classification defined in semantic classification 
tree. 
RETURN 
Success A group of synonyms with the input entry term is returned. It is a 
link list in the form of data structure WordGroup. In which the first 
element in the list is the semanteme of that synonym group. 
Fail NULL. 
SEE ALSO 
SearchEntryTermQ, SearchSemantemes(), FreeWordGroupO 






For those functions that their return value is in the form of WordGroup, memory 
is allocated permanently to store the result. This memory will not be released 
automatically by the thesaurus system. It is because the system simply does not 
know when such return value is no longer useful to a thesaurus user. Therefore, 
thesaurus users must release the memory allocated by the link list in the form of 
WordGroup using the function FreeWordGroupO. FreeWordGroupO frees the 
memory allocated by the functions which the return value is a structure of 
WordGroup. These functions include SearchEntryTerm() and 
SearchSynonyms(). If thesaurus does not free the memory allocated after use, 
a system may result from running out of memory or the performance of the 
system may be reduced greatly. 
PARAMETER 
wg a pointer to a list of WordGroup. 
RETURN 
There is no return value in this function. 
SEE ALSO 
SearchEntryTermO，SearchSynonyms()，FreeSemantemeGroupO 
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B.4 Semanteme 
This group of API allows users to manipulate with the semantemes in TheSys. 
There is function SearchSemantemes() for thesaurus users to know the semanteme 
of any given entry term. Furthermore, thesaurus users can retrieve all the 
semantemes under a specific classification using the function 
ReturnAUSemantemesO. Semanteme is basically an representative of a group of 
synonyms. It is chosen arbitrary from the group of synonyms. Therefore it is 
possible for a thesaurus user to change this representative at later time. The 
function to change the representative of a group of synonyms is ChangeldentifierQ. 
Sometimes, a group of synonyms may need to be moved to another class if there is 
some modifications or enhancements on the semantic classification tree. The 
function ReLinkEntryTerm() can do this for the users. The only data structure that 
a general thesaurus user needs to know is WordGroup. The structure of 
WordGroup is defined as follows : 
typedef struct SG { 
char 务preferredterm; 
char 尔wordclass; 
struct SG ^next; 
} SemantemeGroup; 
The meaning of the fields preferredterm and wordclass has already been described 
by their name itself. For a function, such as SearchSemantemes(), which may 
return more than one semanteme, the return value will be in the form of a link list. 
The field next in the structure is the pointer for a semanteme to point to another 
semanteme. For the last element in a list of entry terms, this field will be filled with 
the special value NULL. It should be noted that a semanteme is actually an entry 
term. 
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SearchSemanteme() 
SYNOPSIS 





SearchSemanteme() searches for the semantemes representing the entry terms 
just retrieved. It should be noted that FreeSemantemeGroup() should be called 
to free the memory allocated by SearchSemantemesQ to prevent the system from 
running out of memory. 
PARAMETER 
thesaurus the thesaurus in the current TheSys system that are referring to. 
word the word which its semanteme is going to be found 
wordclass it indicates the semantic classification of word. The semanteme 
should have the same classification as word because a group of 
synonyms should under the same classification. NULL may be 
assigned if we want to retrieve all the occurance. wordclass may be 
a non-terminal class. 
RETURN 
Success a pointer to SemantemeGroup is returned. 
Fail NULL 
SEE ALSO 
SearchEntryTerm(), SearchSynonymsO, FreeSemantemeGroup() 
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ReturnAllSemantemes() 
SYNOPSIS 
SemantemeGroup ^ReturnAllSemantemes(thesaurus, class, next, size) 
char 私thesaurus�私class: 
int flag, size: 
DESCRIPTION 
The function returns all the semantemes in a specific thesaurus thesaurus under 
the semantic classification class. As it is possible to have large amount of 
semantemes under a classification, users may not want to get all data at a time. 
ReturnAllSemantemes() allows users to get either all semantemes or partial 
result in a specific classification. The result is stored as a list of 
SemantemeGroup. The number of semantemes return in each function call can 
be specified in the argument size. 
In the first call of the function, user can assigne，START，to the argument，next’. 
The function will retrieve as many semantemes under the classification class as it 
can until no more data can be retrieved or the size is reached. The value of the 
argument next will be updated to point to the next starting position. If there is 
no more data can be retrieved in the next function call, the value END，will be 
assigned to next. 
To get all the semantemes under a specific classification at a time,，START，can 
be assigned to next and，ALL，can be assigned to dze respectively. 
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PARAMETER 
thesaurus the activated thesaurus. 
class the semantemes should be returned from this classification 
next to indicate the status before and after the function is called. At the 
beginning, next should be associated with the value 'START'. After 
the function call, it is updated to point to the next starting position. 
Users can make use of the updated value to get the further data. If 
there is no more data can be retrieved in the next function call, value 
END’ will be assigned to it. 
size it indicates the number of semantemes should be returned. It can be 
any positive integer number or the constant definition 'ALL，。If the 
number of semantemes can be returned is smaller than the number 
specified by dze, the value of 'next' will be updated to value END，. 
The system default of size is 'ALL'. 
RETURN 
Success A list of semantemes under the specific classification class is returned. 
The number of elements in the list are at most as specified in the 
argument，size，. If there is no semanteme is defined under，class，， 
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Changeldentifier() 
SYNOPSIS 
int ChangeIdentifier(|TEAMZM5 sourceword. objectword. wordclass) 
Thesaurus 泳thesaurus: 
char ^sourceword. *objectword. ^wordclass: 
DESCRIPTION 
Changeldentifier() replaces the identifier word of a group of synonyms which is 
specified by srcword and wordclass pair with another member which is specified 
by objword and wordclass pair. It should be noted that the srcword and objword 
must be synonyms and under the same classification, semantic classification. It 
is because of the same reason as in InsertEntryTermQ. 
PARAMETER 
thesaurus a specific thesaurus in the current TheSys system. 
srcword it indicates the current representative of a group of synonyms. 
objword the entry term in the synonym ring which will replace the current 
representative entry term as the new semanteme. 
wordclass it is the semantic classification and must be a terminal class. 
RETURN 
Success integer 1 
Fail integer 0 
SEE ALSO 
InsertEntryTermQ, ReLinkEntryTerm() 
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ReLinkEntryTerm() 
SYNOPSIS 
int ReLinkEntryTerm(lteaMZM, srcword. srcwordclass. objword, 
objwordclass) 
Thesaurus 本thesaurus: 
char 泳srcword, ^srcwordclass, ^objword. ^objwordclass: 
DESCRIPTION 
ReLinkEntryTerm() re-maps one entry term from one synonym group to another 
one. Argument srcword and srcwordclass specifies the entry term which we 
are going to re-link it to another semanteme. On the other hand, objword and 
nhjwordclass indicate the semanteme that the source entry term should be linked 
to. It should be noted that terminal classifications in the semantic classification 
tree must be passed into ReLinkEntryTerm() owing to the same reason as in 
InsertEntryTerml). 
PARAMETER 
thesaurus a specific thesaurus in the current TheSys system 
srcword the word which we are going to re-assign it to another 
semanteme. 
srcwordclass the semantic classification of the source entry term. 
objword the semanteme that the source entry term will be reassigned to it. 
nhjwordclass the semantic classification of the semanteme 
RETURN 
Success integer 1 
Fail integer 0 
SEE ALSO 
InsertEntryTermO, Changeldentifler() 






For those functions that their return value is in form of SemantemeGroup, 
memory is allocated permanently to store the result. This memory will not be 
released automatically by the thesaurus system. It is because the system simply 
does not know when such return value is no longer useful to a thesaurus user. 
Therefore, thesaurus users must release the memory allocated by the link list in 
form of SemantemeGroup using the function FreeSemantemeGroupO. 
FreeSemantemeGroupO frees the memory allocated by the function which the 
return value is a structure of SemantemeGroup. These functions include 
SearchSemantemes(), ReturnAllSemanteme(). If thesaurus does not free the 
memory allocated after use, a system may result from running out of memory or 
the performance of the system may be reduced greatly. 
PARAMETER 
s^ a pointer to a list of SemantemeGroup. 
RETURN 
No return value. 
SEE ALSO 
SearchSemantemes(), ReturnAllSemanteme() 
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B.5 Relationship Type and Relationship Link 
Relationship Type API allows users to define a customized relationship type in a 
thesaurus. BuildRelationFrameQ is the function to define a new relationship type. 
Function DeleteRelationTypeO is for users to remove an existing relationship type. 
To get the information about the defined relationship types in a specific thesaurus, 
users can make use of the function SearchRelationType() and ListRelationTypesQ. 
The two major data structures are SymbolDescription and RelationTypeTable. 
Their structures are shown as follows : 
typedef struct 
{ 
float bottomvalue, uppervalue; 
char 禽symbol; 
} SymbolD escription; 
typedef struct RTTable 
{ 
char ^relationname; 
int direction, weightscheme; 
float bottomlinkweight, upperlinkweight; 
SymbolD escription linkweight[ SLOT]; 
struct RTTable *next; 
} RelationTypeTable; 
The meaning of fields in the structure RelationTypeTable are explained in the 
following : 
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relationname it is a string which is the name of a relationship type. 
direction Its legal values are integer -1, 0 and 1. -1 means the 
relationship is non-directional relationship. 0 means the 
relationship is uni-directional and 1 means the relationship is 
bi-directional. 
weightscheme its legal values are integer 0 and 1. 0 means there is no 
weight assignment on the relationship type. 1 means that 
this type of relationship link has to be quantified. 
bottomvalue it only applicable in the relationship link has to be quantified. 
uppervalue 
linkweight it is a list of structure of SymbolDescription. It describes a 
friendly way in which users use some symbols to assign link 
weight or semantic distance value, rather than a concrete 
float value. 
next it is a pointer to the structure RelationTypeTable itself. 
When a function returns the information of more than one 
relationship types, this field can link the results together to 
form a link list. To free the memory allocated by the link list, 
the function FreeRelationType() can be used. 
The structure SymbolDescription consists of three fields. It is useful for a user to 
define weight symbol in the convince of link weight assignment. Thesaurus users 
can divide the valid range of weight values of a relationship type into several sub-
regions. A symbolic name is assigned to each of the sub-region and recorded in the 
field symbol. The upper and lower weight limit are stored in the fields uppervalue 
and lowervalue in the corresponding symbol. Totally at most ten weight symbols 
can be defined in each relationship type. 
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The group of relationship link API allows thesaurus users to establish a relationship 
link between two concepts. Synonym relationship is not included as it is built with 
the procedure call InsertEntryTermQ. The two data structures used are 














SemantemeNode contains two fields, preferredterm and wordclass, which are used 
to specify an entry term. In the structure LinkRecord, the field relationname 
records the type of relationship between the two concepts StartSemanteme and 
EndSemanteme. SE_weightsymbol is useful if a thesaurus user enable the feature 
of symbolic weight assignment only. SE_weight stores the exact numerical value 
which represents the closeness of the two terms. TheSys will check the validity of 
the fields SE_weight and SE一weightsymbol automatically as described in the section 
AddRelationLink(). 
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BuildRelationFrame() 
SYNOPSIS 




BuildRelationFrameO lets users define their local convention of the relation type. 
They must fills in the parameter record which contains all the information that 
TheSys needs to know about a new relationship type. The definition of the 
new relationship type will be keep in a relationship register file. On success, an 
integer 1 will be returned. Otherwise, an integer 0 will be returned. 
PARAMETER 
thesaurus a specific thesaurus in the system which users are going to create a 
new relationship type. 
new it is a variable of structure RelationTypeRecord. The explanation of 
each element is as follows : 
RETURN 
Success integer 1 
Fail integer 0 
SEE ALSO 
ListRelationType() 
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DeleteRelationFrame() 
SYNOPSIS 




DeleteRelationFrameQ removes a definition of a relationship type from a 
thesaurus. Before a relationship type can be removed, TheSys has to check if 
there is any relationship link of that relationship type is defined. The operation 
will be rejected if any relationship link of that type is found and an integer 0 will 
be returned. 
PARAMETER 
thesaurus it indicates a thesaurus in the current TheSys system 
relationname the relationship type to be removed from the thesaurus specified 
in the argument thesaurus. 
RETURN 
Success integer 1 
Fail integer 0 
SEE ALSO 
BuildRelationFrameO, ModifyRelationFrame(), ListRelationType() 
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SearchRelationType() 
SYNOPSIS 




SearchRelationType() can help users to check if a given relationship type has 
been defined in the relationship type definition file of the specific thesaurus. If 
the relationship type is found, SearchRelationType() returns all the information 
about this relationship type. Otherwise, NULL is returned. 
PARAMETER 
thesaurus the specific thesaurus in the current TheSys system. 
relationname the relationship type to be searched by the function 
SearchRelationType(). 
RETURN 
Success a pointer to a RelationTypeTable which consists of all information 










ListRelationType() is used to help users get to know all the relationship types 
has been defined in the thesaurus frame of a specific thesaurus. It returns a 
pointer to a RelationTypeTable which stores all the information about a 
relationship type. The details of the data structure of RelationTypeTable has 
been described at the beginning of this section. NULL will be returned if there 
is no relationship type definition in the specific thesaurus. The function will 
allocate memory for the result until the function FreeRelationTypeTable() is 
called to release the memory to the heap. 
PARAMETER 
thesaurus it indicates a specific thesaurus in the current system 
RETURN 
Success a pointer to a RelationTypeTable which stores all the information 










For those functions that their return value is in form of RelationTypeTable, 
memory is allocated permanently to store the result. This memory will not be 
released automatically by the thesaurus system. It is because the system simply 
does not know when such return value is no longer useful to a thesaurus user. 
Therefore, thesaurus users must release the memory allocated by the link list in 
form of RelationTypeTable using the function FreeRelationTypeTable(). 
FreeRelationTypeTableO frees the memory allocated by the function which the 
return value is a structure of RelationTypeTable. These functions include 
SearchRelationTypeO and ListRelationType(), If thesaurus user does not free 
the memory allocated after use, a system may result from running out of memory 
or the performance of the system may be reduced greatly. 
PARAMETER 
list a pointer to a RelationTypeTable. 
RETURN 
No return value. 
SEE ALSO 
SearchRelationType(), ListRelationType() 
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AddRelationLink() 
SYNOPSIS 




AddRelationLink() adds one relationship link into the relationship file which is 
determined by the argument relationname. The information about this 
relationship link is stored in the parameter linkrecord. this record indicates two 
entry nodes connected by the link, and the weight on the link if there is such 
requirement. 
PARAMETER 
thesaurus it indicates a thesaurus in the current TheSys system. 
Linkrecord It records the information about the relationship between two 
concepts. The details include the type of relationship, link 
weight value if any, the information of the two concepts. 
RETURN 
Success integer 1 
Fail integer 0 
SEE ALSO 
BuildRelationFrame() 
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UpdateRelationLink() 
SYNOPSIS 




UpdateRelationLink() allows users to modify the information of a relation link 
record. Thesaurus users can retrieve a relationship link record using the 
function SearchRelationLink()• After the information in the record is updated, 
users can rewrite the record to its original position in the data file using this 
function. 
PARAMETER 
thesaurus a specific thesaurus in the current system. 
linkrecord the modified link record which will replace the original one in the 
relationship link file. 
RETURN 
Success integer 1 
Fail integer 0 
SEE ALSO 
AddRelationLink()，DeleteRelationLink() 
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DeleteRelationLink() 
SYNOPSIS 
int D6leteReldXionLmk(thesaurus, relationtype. startentry, startclass, 
endentry. endclass) 
Thesaurus 本thesaurus: 
char 尔relationtype. ^startentry. ^startclass. *endentry.尔endclass: 
DESCRIPTION 
DeleteRelationLinkO deletes one relationship link which connects the start 
semanteme and the end seamanteme from the relationship link file. 
PARAMETER 
thesaurus a specific thesaurus in the current system 
relationtype the nature of the relationship link to be deleted. 
startentry the start entry term which is connected by the link to be deleted. 
startclass the semantic classification of the starting entry term. It must be 
a terminal classification. 
endentry the end entry term which is connected by the link to be deleted. 
endclass the semantic classification of the end entry term. It must be a 
terminal classification. 
RETURN 
Success integer 1 
Fail integer 0 
SEE ALSO 
AddRelationLink(), UpdateRelationLink() 
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B.6 Relationship Inference 




int CreateRuleB ?is&(theasurus)； 
Thesaurus 泳thesaurus: 
DESCRIPTION 
CreateRuleBaseQ creates a data file to store the inference rule definitions in a 
specific thesaurus in the current TheSys system. CreateRuleBaseQ will not 
check for the existence of any inference rule definition file. Therefore, any old 
inference rule definition file will be overwritten. 
PARAMETER 
thesaurus a specific thesaurus in the current system. 
RETURN 
Success integer 1 
Fail integer 0 
SEE ALSO 
AddlnferenceRulef) 
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AddInferenceRule() 
SYNOPSIS 




AddlnferenceRuleQ allows users to add a new inference rule into the rule base. 
AddInferenceRule() will check if the given inference rule has been defined. If 
there is one in the rule base, the operation will be rejected. AddlnferenceRuleQ 
will check for any syntax error of the given inference rule. All the newly added 
inference rule will be appended into the end of the rule base. The priority of the 
rules is simply the order of them in the data file. 
PARAMETER 
thesaurus a specific thesaurus in the current system. 
rule the new inference rule which are going to be added into the rule base. 
The syntax of the inference is described in chapter 4. 
RETURN 
Success integer 1 
Fail integer 0 
SEE ALSO 
CreateRuleBase(), ListlnferenceRuleQ 
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SearchInferenceRule() 
SYNOPSIS 




SearchlnferenceRuleQ allows users to check for the existence of an inference 
rule in the database of a thesaurus. When a thesaurus users insert a rule into 
the system, TheSys will call this function automatically to check if the new rule 
has been already added. If the result from this function is false, the insertion 
process will be then terminated by the system. 
PARAMETER 
thesaurus a specific thesaurus in the current system. 
rule the new inference rule which are going to be added into the rule base. 
The syntax of the inference rule should follow that has been 
described in chapter 4. 
RETURN 
Success integer 1 
Fail integer 0 
SEE ALSO 
CreateRuleBase(), ListInferenceRule() 
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ListInferenceRule() 
SYNOPSIS 
char * *ListInfcrcnccRule(|toaMriM) 
Thesaurus *thesaurus: 
DESCRIPTION 
ListlnferenceRulesO will help users get to know the all the inference rules has 
been defined in a specific thesaurus. It lists out all the inference rules in the rule 
base if there is any inference rule definition. Otherwise, NULL is returned. 
PARAMETER 
thesaurus a specific thesaurus in the current TheSys system. 
RETURN 
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B.7 Weighting Schemes 
This group of API allows thesaurus to add a customized weighting scheme into a 
thesaurus. This is done by the function TheSysAddWeightScheme(). Furthermore, 
there are other functions to allows thesaurus users to know the existing weighting 
scheme that has been defined in a specific thesaurus. The data structure used in 
this group of API are shown in the following : 
typedef struct weightformulatable 
{ 
char ^description; 
float ( * formula)(); 
struct weighlformulatable *next; 
} WeightFormulaTable; 
WeightFormulaTable is the structure to store some information about the weighting 
scheme formulas. The field description is a brief explanation on the formula which 
is given by the writer of the formula. The field (^formula)O is the function name 
of the formula in the program. When there are more than one formulas are 
returned, the field next is used to point to another formula. 
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WeightList records the relationship types and the corresponding weight values of a 
search path. User can base on the information along the search path to evaluate the 
relationship between the start and end entry terms as well as their semantic distance. 




struct relationnode ^sibling; 
struct relationnode ^child; 
} RelationNode; 
In the term ranking process, the related terms of a give terms is returned as the form 
of RelationNode. It is basically a tree structure. The structure of RelationNode 
consists of four fields. The field link is the information of a link in a search path. 
As the result is expressed in tree format, the field sibling is used to point to the 
sibling of a node and the field child is used to point to the first child of it. The field 
activate is a flag to indicate if a node along the search path is satisfied the 
relationship constrain specified by thesaurus users. 
For thesaurus users to define their weighting scheme formula function, they should 
follow the prototype below : 
float *(name-of-formula)(Thesaurus ^thesaurus, int ^depth. WeightList, ^wl)； 
The argument thesaurus is any thesaurus in the current system, depth is the depth of 
the search path to be evaluated, wl records the link types and values of the search 
path. 
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TheSysAddWeightingScheme() 
SYNOPSIS 





Thesaurus users are allowed to define their own weighting scheme formula. 
However, users are required to register the formula to TheSys before it can be 
used in the system. AddWeightingScheme() is the function for users to make 
registration of a formula to TheSys. 
PARAMETER 
thesaurus it indicates a specific thesaurus in the current system. If a null 
string is assigned to this argument, the scope of the formula is the 
whole system. 
description a simple description about the weighting scheme formula. It is 
displayed as a reference when a user tries to get information 
about existing weighting scheme formulas using the function 
ListInferenceRule(). 
formula the function name that is given by the formula writer in the 
program. 
RETURN 
Success integer 1 
Fail integer 0 






The function ListWeightingSchemeO allows thesaurus to browse all the 
weighting scheme formulas has been defined in a specific thesaurus. The result 
is in the form of a link list of WeightFormulaTable. Thesaurus users can get 
the information about name of functions that they can call for weight evaluation 
and a simple description of it. 
PARAMETER 
thesaurus it indicates a specific thesaurus in the current system. 
RETURN 
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TermRankingO 
SYNOPSIS 
RelatoinNode *TermRanking""g纖而,word, class, relationt\pe, 
distance, scheme, inference): 
Thesaurus *thesaurus: 
char *word.务class, ^ relationtype: 
float *distance: 
float (* schemeY): 
int inference: 
DESCRIPTION 
Given a entry term, this function returns thesaurus users all the related terms 
having the relationt\pe relationship and within the semantic distance distance to 
it. Users can choose any weighting scheme formula in weight evaluation and 
decide if relationship inference mechanism should be applied during the term 
ranking. 
PARAMETER 
thesaurus it indicates a specific thesaurus in the current system. 
word the starting word in the term ranking process. 
class the classification of the starting word. 
rdationt\pe the search type of the related words. 
distance the upper limit of the semantic distance. All terms with the 
semantic distance smaller than this value will be retrieved. 
scheme the weighting scheme formula should be applied 
inference it indicates should relationship inference be applied. 
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RETURN 






RelationNode thesaurus, srcword. srcclass, 
dstword, dstclass, distance’ scheme): 
Thesaurus 尔thesaurus: 
char ^srcword, ^srcclass, ^dstword. ^dstclass: 
float ^distance: 
float f* scheme)()： 
DESCRIPTION 
Given two entry terms (starting entry term which is specified by srcword, 
srcclass and ending entry term which is specified by dstword. dstclass), 
PathRankingO tries to evaluate the relationship between these two concepts 
using the relationship inference mechanism. If the function can successfully 
determinate the relationship between the concepts and their semantic distance is 
within the upper limit distance, the result will be returned to users. Otherwise, 
the two terms will be simply classified as related. As in the function 
TermRankingO, thesaurus users can specify the weighting scheme formula to be 
used in the argument scheme. 
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PARAMETER 
thesaurus it indicates a specific thesaurus in the current system. 
srcword the word description of the start entry term. 
srcclass the classification of the start entry term. It have to be a terminal 
node in the semantic classification tree in thesaurus, 
dstword the word description of the end entry term. 
dstclass the classification of the end entry term. It have to be a terminal 
node in the semantic classification tree in thesaurus, 
distance if the semantic distance between the two given entry terms falls into 
this range, the ranking is continue. Otherwise, the two terms will be 
simply classified as related. 
scheme the weighting scheme formula to be applied in the weight evaluation. 
RETURN 
Success the resultant relationship type and the semantic distance between the 
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